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Introduction 

 
“The principles of physics, as far as I can see, do not speak against the possibility of 

maneuvering things atom by atom. It is not an attempt to violate any laws; it is something, in 

principle, that can be done; but in practice, it has not been done because we are too big” 

                                                                                                Richard P. Feynman, 1959 
 

Although after almost half century of famous lecture “Plenty of Room at the Bottom” by 

famous physicist R.P. Feynman, researchers have affirmed many of his predictions. In the last 

decade, new directions of modern research, broadly defined as ‘‘nanoscale science and 

technology’’, have emerged [Lan01]. These new trends involve the ability to fabricate, 

characterize, and manipulate artificial structures, whose features are controlled at the 

nanometer level. Still can we sincerely consider the commercial possibility of electronics and 

optical devices with atomic level arrangement? Techniques for building nanostructures based 

on self-assembly of matter are one of the promising candidates to realize the atomic level 

nanoelectronics devices. But the position control of these self assembled devices is still a big 

challenge and attracted much more attention from the viewpoint of scientific curiosity. This 

thesis is a work on the positioning self-assembled InAs quantum dots by focused ion beam 

implantation in an attempt to move one step more towards the realization of Feynman’s 

vision.  

“Nanoscale science and technology” embrace areas of research as diverse as engineering, 

physics, chemistry, material science and molecular biology. Research in this direction has 

been triggered by the recent availability of revolutionary instruments and approaches that 

allow the investigation of material properties with a resolution close to the atomic level. 

Strongly connected to such technological advances are the pioneering studies that have 

revealed new physical properties of matter at an intermediate level between atomic/molecular 

and bulk.  

The field of semiconductor technology is evolving at a very fast pace and is currently giving 

the most significant contribution to nanoscale research. The development of this field towards 

high performance devices based on smaller components are driven by the need of transport, 

processing and storage of continuously growing volume of information that characterizes our 

age. Key components of semiconductor technology are microelectronic and optical devices, 

which make this information transfer and processing possible. The continuous miniaturizing 
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process has led to the typical structures size in the present microprocessors of about 90 nm 

and to integrated circuits containing tens of millions of transistors. But, as the size of the 

transistor decreases, quantum effects become significant, so that the physical limit for 

classical electronic structures will be reached soon. New device concepts and novel 

architectures will be therefore needed to improve the speed and the efficiency of transmission 

systems and to overcome the limit of conventional electronic components and 

microprocessors. A possible solution is the use of nanostructures like semiconductor QDs, 

nanometer sized objects, which provide a full three-dimensional (3D) confinement for 

conduction band electrons and valence band holes. A QD can be realized by embedding a 

semiconductor crystal of small energy gap, with a size comparable with the de Broglie 

wavelength of the carriers, in a semiconductor material with larger energy gap. Because of the 

complete confinement only specific energy levels are allowed, thus, in analogy with atoms, 

the density of states becomes discrete.  

With the advances in crystal growth techniques, the fabrication methods for nanostructures 

have been improved continuously. Semiconductor QDs can be fabricated using different way, 

namely by lithography, chemical synthesis and self-assembly [Jac98]. Among all the different 

fabrication techniques, spontaneous island formation in strained layer epitaxy offers a simple 

and effective means of producing semiconductor quantum dots [Gol85, Leo93, Bim99]. These 

self-organized QDs, represented by Stranski-Krastanow (SK) QDs, may play an important 

role in the development of novel optical and electronic devices due to their atom-like energy 

levels and defect-free crystal quality. QD lasers and semiconductor optical amplifier [Bim03], 

efficient light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) [Fio02] and high performance mid-infrared 

photodetectors [Bha05] based on QDs have been already demonstrated. These applications 

take advantage of the cumulative effect of a large number of QDs, but of great interest is the 

development of devices based on the properties of a single QD or of only a few interacting 

dots. QD based single photon sources [Mic02, San01] may play an important technological 

role in the development of quantum cryptography systems and quantum computing [Yua02, 

Kni01]. The realization of all these novel devices would benefit extremely from site-selective 

growth (named as ‘positioning’) of individual QDs or QD molecule. In general, QDs grown 

using stain driven self-assembly are randomly distributed on the growth surface and suffer 

from fluctuation in size and strain in a random manner. This random distribution makes it 

difficult to incorporate a single dot, or even two coupled dots into a device, so that it can be 

addressed individually. Therefore, positioning of QDs is an interesting challenge that has 

triggered numerous investigations in the past.  
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Several schemes to control the nucleation of the dots by modifying either the step density or 

the strain of underlying substrate have been purposed and demonstrated in the literature. 

Among them, the QD growth on substrate patterned with shallow holes employing 

conventional electron beam lithography has been proved quite successful [Ish00, Kir05, 

Atk06]. However, an alternative to e-beam lithography is focused ion beam (FIB) technology, 

which has recently become popular for the fabrication of nanoscale structures [Tse05].  

This thesis presents a successful route toward positioning of self-assembled InAs QDs on FIB 

patterned surface. The patterning of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown GaAs(100) layers 

by in situ focused ion beam implantation, which results in preferential nucleation of InAs QDs 

in the FIB induced shallow hole, has been presented. The influence of ion dose, the post-

implantation annealing parameters and the deposited InAs amount are studied in this 

framework for optimization purposes. Furthermore, optical quality of GaAs-capped 

positioned dots is also discussed.  

This work is organized as follows. In the first chapter theoretical foundation is presented. This 

chapter begins with a brief overview of properties of III-V compounds suitable for 

semiconductor system. Then, theoretical background for the physical properties of low 

dimensional quantum confined semiconductor structures is presented. Furthermore, the 

fabrication of InAs quantum dots in self-organized growth mode followed by theoretical 

models to explain their formation mechanism and energy level structure is introduced. 

Finally, literature survey about site-selective growth of InAs QDs is briefly addressed. In the 

second chapter, the different experimental methods used in this work will be presented. It 

includes the description of growth, processing, structural and optical characterization 

techniques. Third chapter presents the growth details about MBE grown self-organized InAs 

QDs along with the study of their structural and optical properties. In the fourth chapter, 

growth details for positioned InAs QDs formation on patterned GaAs surface are presented 

initially. In this case, focused beams of Gallium (Ga+) and Indium (In+) ions to pattern GaAs 

surface followed by an in situ post- implantation annealing step with shallow holes (also 

called ‘‘FIB spots’’) prior to QDs re-growth are utilized. Furthermore, the influence of ion 

dose, the post-implantation annealing parameters and the amount of InAs are studied 

experimentally to achieve optimal conditions for single dot positioning. Finally, positioning 

of a single or pairs of InAs QDs on Ga+ ion patterned GaAs surface is successfully 

demonstrated. Chapter five deals with optical properties study of MBE grown InAs QDs on 

FIB patterned surface. A focused ion beam of Ga+ ion was employed to pattern GaAs buffer 

layers in two different ways, either by homogeneous implantation or by implanting a square 
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array of FIB spots. Initially, the PL results corresponding to homogeneously FIB implanted 

GaAs surfaces undergoing three different types of process sequences prior to QD re-growth 

are presented. Thereafter a comparative study of these PL results with the results for InAs 

QDs grown under same condition on FIB implanted spot is demonstrated. Finally, under 

suitable FIB-MBE growth procedure, the optical properties of selectively positioned InAs 

QDs on FIB patterned GaAs surface is studied at different doses and different excitation 

powers. In chapter six, we will summarize the results and present concluding remarks. 
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– Chapter 1 – 
 

Semiconductor quantum dots 
 

This chapter begins with a brief overview of properties of III-V compounds suitable for 

semiconductor system. The section 1.2 deals with theoretical background for the physical 

properties of low dimensional quantum confined semiconductor structures. We will 

concentrate on quantum dots structures where carriers are confined in all three directions. 

Furthermore, the fabrication of InAs quantum dots in self-organized growth mode followed by 

theoretical models to explain their formation mechanism and energy level structure is 

introduced in section 1.3. Finally, literature survey about site-selective growth of InAs QDs is 

briefly featured in section 1.4. 

1.1 III-V semiconductors 

The semiconducting properties of III-V compounds formed by reaction of elements in column 

III and V of periodic table have been proposed in the beginning of 1950s. At that time it could 

not be predicted what a fruitful field of semiconductor physics would be opened. Since that 

time there is breathtaking development in the III-V technology. Most of these III-V compound 

semiconductors (e.g. GaAs, InSb, GaSb, InAs, AlAs, InP and GaP) have a crystalline zinc-

blende lattice made up of two interpenetrating face centered cubic sublattices with partly ionic 

and covalent bonding character [Wie71]. The III-V compounds form a link between the 

semiconducting elements of the fourth column of the periodic table and the II-VI and I-VII 

compounds. Consequently, it is possible to deduce the main properties such as forbidden gap 

EG and carrier mobility of III-V compounds from those neighboring substances. The III-V 

semiconductors also exhibit complete solubility in each other which make it possible to form 

ternary and quaternary alloy semiconductor material (AlxGa1-xAs, Gax In1-xAsyP1-y, with x and y 

ranging continuously from 0 to 1). Alloying semiconductors in this way allows the energy gap 

and lattice spacing of the crystal to be chosen to suit the desired applications and make them 

technically more important than elemental semiconductors like Si or Ge. Moreover, the 

advancement of epitaxial thin film growth technology in recent decades opens possibilities of 

new future applications of III-V compound semiconductor. 

In traditional semiconductor devices, like transistors and lasers, a wide range of III-V 

compound semiconductor bulk materials (e.g. GaAs, AlxGa1-xAs) have been used. Modern 
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semiconductor structures that will be used in contemporary and future micro- and nanoscale 

optoelectronic devices consist of layers of different semiconductor materials, each with their 

specific electronic and optical properties. Epitaxial techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE), chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) or metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) are 

commonly used to grow such layered semiconductor structures [Par85]. These advanced 

crystal growth techniques have made possible to precisely fabricate two-dimensional layered 

III- V semiconductors on an atomic scale. Moreover, the epitaxial techniques are used to 

fabricate structures which are not only vital for novel optoelectronic devices, but also for the 

investigations of the fundamental properties of solid state semiconductor nanostructures, 

including the control and manipulation of charge, excitons, photons, lattice vibrations 

(phonons) and spins. The band gap and lattice constant, as shown in Figure 1.1, are the most 

important properties for the fabrication and the opto-electric properties of these materials. The  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Band gap energy versus lattice constant of various III-V semiconductors at room temperature 

(adopted from Tien 1988). 

 

most commonly used III-V semiconductors have a direct band gap, which implies that they can 

emit light by direct electron-hole recombination across the semiconductor band gap. The 

recombination wavelength, which is an important property to control for specific applications, 

is determined by the band gap. In case of telecommunication applications, the commonly used 

wavelength of 1.55 μm is highly desired, since the losses of optical glass fibers are minimal at 

this wavelength. The other important parameter lattice constant determines whether layers of 

different alloys can be grown epitaxially. Only in a limited number of cases strain-free 

heterostructures can be formed, for instance for the combination of GaAs and AlGaAs. A much 
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wider range of materials becomes available if we allow for heterostructures containing strained 

thin layers. Since strain affects the band structure it can even be employed to enhance the opto-

electronic properties of thin strained layers. The selection of possible material systems can 

even be extended when one takes advantage of the lattice mismatched systems (e.g. 

InAs/GaAs, GaSb/GaAs, InGaAs/GaAs and InP/GaInP) [Pry05], where three-dimensional 

islands form spontaneously above a certain critical thickness to reduce the lattice mismatch 

strain. The formation of islands during heteroepitaxial growth of lattice mismatched system is 

commonly achieved in the Stranski-Krastnaow (SK) growth and these three dimensional 

islands act as quantum dots (QDs) when embedded in a matrix with higher band gap energy 

(see next sections for more details).  

1.2 Low dimensional quantum confined structures 

If the size of a semiconductor material is reduced to the nanometer scale in one direction and 

the crystal is surrounded by other crystals acting as potential barriers, the freedom of carrier 

movement is lost in that direction and resulting structures are quantum mechanically confined. 

Carriers in a bulk semiconductors are free to move in every direction without any confinement, 

thus, with respect to their movement degrees of freedom, the bulk is a three dimensional (3D) 

structure. However, introduction of quantum confinement in one, two or three dimensions 

affects dramatically the energy band structure and the density of states (DOS) of charge 

carriers in semiconductors. In principle, the carrier energy levels can be determined by solving 

the Schrödinger equation in effective mass approximation [Kap92]: 
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where l, m, n =1, 2, …are the level quantum numbers and ky and kz are the wave vector 

components along non-confined directions. Confinement of carriers in one dimension (1D), 

two dimensions (2D) and three dimensions (3D) results in formation of quantum wells (QWs), 

quantum wires (QWRs) and quantum dots (QDs), respectively. The corresponding density of 

states (ρ) per unit volume, including spin degeneracy, are given by 
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(with θ(x) =0 for x<0 and θ(x) =1 for x>0). As can be seen in Figure 1.2, depending on the 

dimensionality of the structure, the density of state (DOS) for the carriers changes from 

continuous distribution to a discrete one in a QD. These discrete energy levels can be 

compared to the electronic levels appearing due to coulomb interaction between the electrons 

and the nucleus. Therefore the QDs are often called ‘artificial atoms’ [Zre00].  

 

 
 

Figure 1.2: Electron density of states (DOS) in semiconductor structures of decreasing dimensionality: bulk   

(3D), quantum well (2D), quantum wire (1D), quantum dot (0D). 
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So, an ideal QD is an object where a full three dimensional confinement of elementary charges 

or excitations (excitons) is achieved. Its size has to be of the order of the carrier’s deBroglie 

wavelength (λ), which is ph=λ , where p is quasi-momentum of particle. Typical QDs lateral 

dimensions in the range 2-100 nm correspond to about 103 to 106 lattice atoms [Jac98].  

1.3 InAs/GaAs quantum dots 

1.3.1 Self-assembled growth  

Since the 1980s considerable efforts have been devoted to the realization of semiconductor 

heterostructures that provide carrier confinement in all three directions and behave as a 

quantum dot (QD). The earliest method of fabricating QD involves the etching of two 

dimensional (2D) quantum-well structures by nanolithography [Pet82]. But QD fabrication in 

this way has some drawbacks such as its complexity, the limited resolution of electron 

lithography in the quantum size range and defects created by ion etching step. The 

implementation of self-organization in heteroepitaxial growth in 1985 [Gol85] opens exciting 

possibilities in fundamental researches of QD and in their device applications. A number of 

early observations stimulated further research in this direction [Eag90, Guh90] and a new class 

of self ordered QDs was reported simultaneously by four groups (Leonard et al, Bimberg et al., 

Madhukar et al., Moison et al.), where a narrow size distribution of the islands was manifested 

[Leo93, Bim94, Mad94, Moi94]. In this section, we review the details of semiconductor QD 

fabrication via Stranski-Krastanow growth. 

The Stranski-Krastanow (SK) growth mode of self- assembled InAs QDs on GaAs substrate is 

rather new concept but till now it is thoroughly exploited (see chapter 2). This growth mode 

takes advantage of the natural tendency of a strain due to small mismatch (~7%) between 

substrate (e.g. GaAs) and thin film (e.g. InAs) for making QDs. During SK growth, the first 

few layers of InAs form a pseudomorphic two-dimensional (2D) layer usually called wetting 

layer (WL). After certain critical thickness is exceeded, the 2D growth is no longer favorable 

energetically, and the subsequent material organizes itself in to 3D islands, leading to three-

dimensional growth. Such islands are usually referred to as self-assembled or self-organized 

quantum dots. To complete the growth, islands are finally embedded in a barrier material 

(usually GaAs, InGaAs, InAlGaAs) for InAs quantum dots which makes them suitable for 

electrical and optical applications [Bim99]. 
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The physical mechanism responsible for growth of InAs quantum dot has been theoretically 

analyzed by comparing the relevant surface and interface energies: the free energy of thin 

surface film, that of the dislocated interface and the free energy from elastic relaxation in a 

coherently nucleated 3D island [Van91]. A phase diagram resulting from this analysis 

proposed by Vanderbilt et al. is shown in Figure 1.3. According to this phase diagram, the 

formation of coherent islands occurs for a sufficiently high amount of material and requires a 

small change of the surface energy or a large energy of the dislocated interface, so that ratio 

between energy of dislocated interfaces and change of the surface energy i.e.Λ  is larger than a 

critical value °Λ .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Such considerations imply that a small, coherent 3D island is in thermodynamic equilibrium as 

long as it is smaller than a certain size. Moreover Vanderbilt and its coworkers do not deal with 

what happens if further material is deposited. For such case, if only surface free energies are 

essential, the total free energy is minimized when there is only one large island. Small 3D 

islands will thus have a tendency to rearrange into fewer, larger islands. Such spontaneous 

rearrangement of small 3D islands is known as Oswald ripening and this process would have a 

severe disadvantage for the fabrication of quantum dots since this would reduce the dot 

density, widen a size distribution of islands and result in the onset of dislocation in large 

islands.  

However, a remarkable property of arrays of 3D islands in common semiconductor systems 

(e.g., Ge/Si, InAs/GaAs, etc.) is that islands, after being formed, do not undergo Oswald 

ripening and display a narrow size distribution. Thus an array of 3D coherent islands can, in 

principle, be energetically favored over a single, large island. For such three-dimensional 

Figure 1.3: Phase diagram showing 

morphology (UF: Uniform Film, CI: 

Coherent Island, DI: Dislocated Island) 

as a function of the amount of the 

deposited material Q and the ratio 

between energy of dislocated interfaces 

and change of the surface energy Λ
[Van91]. 
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coherently strained islands, thermodynamic and kinetic models have been proposed 

theoretically to explain size distribution of islands and absence of ripening after growth. In 

kinetic models, self-limiting island growth occurs under strong non-equilibrium condition, 

which considers various processes such as diffusion, deposition, attachment and detachment, to 

predict evolution of island density and size distribution as function of growth rate and coverage 

[Dob97]. A narrowing of size distribution can be explained by different mechanisms such as a 

preferential migration of adatoms towards smaller islands due to kinetic barriers which limits 

the attachment to strained island [Kob96], an influence of island facets on the kinetic growth 

[Jes98], an enhancement of adatom detachment from large island due to the competition 

between bonding energy at island edges as compared to the strain energy at the edges [Bar 97]. 

This results in a tendency for self-limited size of an array of coherent islands. 

Thermodynamic models describe an array of 3D islands, ordered in shape, size and relative 

arrangement, as a new class of equilibrium surface structures. Shchukin and co-workers have 

proposed that the existence of such structures is related to the sign and the absolute value of 

change of the total energy of the mismatched system due to the formation of a single 3D island 

[Shc01]. The dependence of the energy per atom, E, in the islands versus island size, L, is 

shown on the Figure 1.4. Transition between ordering and ripening depends on the change of  

surface energy. If the formation of a single island results in an increase of the surface energy 

(ΔEsurf>0), there exists a driving force to ripening since the minimum of E(L) corresponds to 

L ∞→ . This would correspond to one large cluster where all deposited material is collected. If 

the formation of a single island leads to a decrease of the total surface energy, despite the 

increase of the total surface area, there exists an optimum size of island corresponding to the 

absolute minimum of the energy. There is no driving force to ripening in this case. In this 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Energy per atom versus island 

size for an array of three-dimensional 

coherently strained islands. (1): An array 

of islands exhibits a driving force to 

Ostwald ripening. (2): An optimum size of 

the islands exists. Ostwald ripening is not 

favorable energetically [Shc01]. 
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model, the change of the surface energy is mainly due to the appearance of side facets, and the 

disappearance of certain area of the wetting layer. Shape and size of the island appear then to 

be strongly interdependent. The influence of growth parameters appears determinant in the 

relative influence of thermodynamic and kinetic mechanisms and then, in the final surface 

morphology after growth. Experimental observation by Leonard et al. reveal the progression of 

surface morphology of InAs deposited by molecular beam-epitaxy on GaAs(100) and have 

determined the areal density of 3D islands Dρ  study as a function of deposited InAs amount 

for suitable substrate temperature of 530οC as shown in figure 1.5. The dependence can be 

described by relation similar to that of a first order phase transition: 

αρρ )(0 cD dd −=  

where dc is the critical InAs coverage, α is the exponent and 0ρ  is the normalization density 

[Leo94].  

 

 
Figure 1.5: Areal density of InAs islands on GaAs surface as a function of average thickness of deposited InAs at 
530°C [Leo94]. 

 
From Figure 1.5, the fit parameters with α = 1.76, 0ρ  = 2×1011 cm-2, and dc = 1.5 ML are 

found. The critical value of thickness strongly depends on growth condition and from previous 

works its value between 1.6ML to 1.8 ML [Gar97, Hey01, Wan00, Moi94]. Furthermore, the 

impact of temperature, arsenic overpressure and growth interruptions in tuning the volume and 

density of QD has been successively demonstrated [Led01, Led96]. In addition, the shape of 

InAs-islands depending on growth parameters, in the form of flat lens shape [Leo93], facets 

[Moi94] and pyramidal shape [Bim95] have been reported.  
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1.3.2 Energy level structure 

For the calculation of energy eigen-states in quantum dots, several schemes have been used 

with different levels of sophistication. The simplest models are the effective mass particle-in-a- 

sphere calculations for infinite barriers, refined by finite barriers and different masses for the 

inner and outer material. For the large class of close to spherical dots this treatment is mostly 

sufficient [Hen92]. However, for quantum dots of different shapes [Moi94], the potential is 

non-separable and the Schrödinger equation has usually to be solved numerically. A 

semiclassical approach, including effective mass approximation has been applied for such 

quantum dot systems [Mar94, Woj96].  

Another theoretical approach used to compute single particle QD states is based on numerical 

k.p calculations, performed typically in an 8-band version, with the inclusion of two 

conduction band (spin up and down), two heavy hole (hh), two light hole (lh) and two spin off 

(SO) bands [Sti99]. Furthermore, other more atomistic theoretical approaches are tight binding 

calculations [San03] and pseudopotential methods [Shu01], which are better suited for a more 

realistic description of smaller size heterostructures. Among all these approaches, we consider 

the case of most simplistic approach of effective mass approximation to study the energy level 

structure of lens-shaped self-assembled quantum dot.  

The lens shaped dots were reported firstly by Leonard et al., which are described as a part of 

sphere with a given base diameter D and a height/diameter ratio of 1:2 [Leo93, Leo94]. The 

QD geometry in this case suggests the confinement of carriers more in growth-direction than in 

lateral directions. Based on this geometry, an adiabatic approximation was introduced to derive 

single particle wavefunction in the envelope function formalism using effective mass 

approximation [Wol03]. Under this approximation, the single particle wavefunction, separating 

growth (z) direction from lateral co-ordinate can be written as 

   ),()(),,( yxzfzyx i
n

ii
n Φ=ψ    i= e(electron), lh, hh  (1.3) 

which obeys following time independent 3D-Schrödinger wave equation: 
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Ignoring the trivial index i denoting the particle character (e, lh, hh) in next equation, the 

potential V(z, r) can be decomposed in to two part as following: 

   ),(),(),( rrr center zVzVzV Δ+=      (1.5) 
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where V(z, rcenter) corresponds to potential in the center of dot with respect to xy-plane.  

Since for lens-shaped quantum dots, V(z, rcenter) represents a strong confinement (narrow 

compared with lateral extent), the vertical component f(z) can be approximated by the ground-

state eigen solution f0(z, r= rcenter) of the trivial 1D-Schrödinger wave equation in the dot 

center. 

)rrr centercentercenter ,(),(
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Because higher excited states (l>0) are only weakly bounded and their eigen energies are large 

compared with observed quantum dot states, no mixing of such states is taken in to account. 

Within the adiabatic approximation, the ground state energy ε0 can be identified with the 

undisturbed sub-band edge. From this point of view the potential ∆V(z,r) constitute 

perturbation. 

Inserting 1.3, 1.5 and 1.6 into 1.4 yields: 
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With this way, a two dimensional Schrödinger wave equation for lateral wavefunction )(rnΦ  

can be obtained. The ‘‘undisturbed subband edge’’ center
0ε can be considered as the ‘‘energy 

zero’’ for these states. However, the integral involving the potential VΔ  can be referred to as a 

lateral effective potential )(reffV : 

),(),(),()( *
0000 rrrr zVzfzdzffVfV oeff Δ=Δ= ∫    (1.8) 

In a semiclassical approach, this potential )(reffV  describes the lateral modulation of subband 

edges. Applying the adiabatic approximation, the local subband edge (depending on position in 

the xy-plane) can be assumed as lateral effective potential and can be expressed as following: 

)(( 0 rr) ε≅effV         (1.9) 

where )(0 rε  is the ground state eigen energy value of the 1D- Schrödinger equation (1.6) 

solved at position r in the x-y plane.  

A schematic repersentation of adiabatic approximation (for electron) on lens shape dot is 

shown in Figure 1.6. In this case, xy-dependent quantum well (QW) ground state energy with 

respect to z-quantization determines lateral confinement potential. For such confinement 
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confinement the 2D-harmonic oscillator potential is a good approximation which can be further 

employed to obtain energy eigen values. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

For example consider the simplest case of a particle to be bound laterally in the quantum well 

(in x-y plane) by potential 22
021 rmω , where 222 yxr += , the quantum level energies can be 

approximated by simple formula:  

   ),12(0, ++= lnE ln ωη where 0ω  is a classical frequency, n and l are two 

quantum numbers named as principal and orbital quantum numbers; corresponding to facts that 

particle moves in two dimensions [Ash96].  

Furthermore, Wojs and his co-workers have computed the energy eigen states for a three 

dimensional lens shaped quantum dot with finite potential barrier in effective mass 

approximation. The resulting particle for such dots resemble well with the case of a two 

dimensional harmonic oscillator. Also, the magnetic field evolution of electron and hole energy 

levels for realistic confining potential were found to be almost identical to that of Fock-Drawin 

spectrum, truncated to appropriate number of lowest levels [Woj96].  

Above mentioned approach shows the characteristics quantization of the energy levels due to 

the lateral confinement and the dependency of these energy levels on effective mass of carriers 

and on dot size. Many experimental electronic and optical properties of InAs QDs had been 

explained on the basis of theoretical model of two dimensional harmonic oscillators [Dre94, 

Fri96]. Therefore, the detailed knowledge of the energy level structure helps to determine the 

electrical and optical properties of QDs, which is very interesting from fundamental point of 

view as well as for possible application.  

 

Figure1.6: Schematic illustration of the adiabatic approximation with Indium content assumed to be maximum at

the top in the center of the QD 
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Before moving to next section it is important to make clear that the above approach considers 

only single QD but most realistic quantum dot system contain dots of various radii making it 

necessary to include the dot size distribution. Since the optical resonance energies strongly 

depend on the quantum dot radius, a radius distribution leads to a resonance distribution which 

manifests itself as inhomogeneous broadening in the optical spectra [Ban93]. 

1.4 Site-selective growth of self-assembled InAs quantum dots  

From previous section, the InAs quantum dots formation by strain driven self assembly is 

found to be an easy and powerful method for fabricating high quality quantum dots without 

contamination and defects. These self-assembled quantum dots (QDs) have been subject of 

intense research over past decade because of their appealing electrical and optical properties 

[Bim99]. In addition, they attracted great interest in the last years for realization of novel 

nanoelectronic devices like single photon sources [Mic02], detectors for use in quantum 

cryptography [Kni01] and quantum computing [Yua02]. However, the realization of all these 

devices would benefit extremely from site-selective growth of individual QDs or QD 

molecules. But, the self-assembling process is governed by statistics, so that QDs nucleate 

more or less randomly on semiconductor surfaces because of the inability to control their 

nucleation sites. This random nucleation makes it difficult to incorporate a single dot, or even 

two coupled dots into a device, so that it can be addressed individually. Therefore, the site-

selective growth (also named as ‘positioning’) of InAs QDs is one of the most challenging 

prerequisites to be fulfilled nowadays.  

Two main strategies have been initially found in literature, to control the positioning of self-

assembled QDs (a) pre-patterning methods which make use of differences in atomic diffusion 

on faceted surface to control island nucleation [Mui95] (b) anisotropic strain engineering of 

growing surface [Man02]. From them, the site controlled growth of QDs by pre-patterning of 

substrate is most utilized from last many years and detailed more elaborately in next paragraph. 

The preferential nucleation of QDs had been reported by many groups either on top of ridges, 

in the bottom of groves or along side wall of mesas for differently oriented substrate, mesa 

stripe and mesa stripe orientations [Kit95, Mui95]. This diverse behavior indicates a gentle and 

complex interplay between material transport, composition and strain distribution depending 

on exposed facets, ridges and grooves. Kitamura et al. demonstrated the alignment of quantum 

dots along surface steps for GaAs (001) substrates misoriented by 2° toward [010], [110] and 

[1-10]. While, Mui et al. reported the alignment of self-assembled InAs islands along ridges 
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which were fabricated using wet chemical etching. They observed that instead of having rather 

large pitch (1 µm) V-grooves, islands were found to nucleate on the side walls of ridges along 

[110] and also on (001) top of the mesas or at the foot of the mesas for ridges along [1-10]. 

However, for short (0.28 µm) pitch V-grooves, islands were found only at the bottom and the 

side wall of the grooves. The tendency of QDs to nucleate at or near step edges suggests that 

their positions can be influenced by appropriately modified surface. Based on this idea, 

laterally positioned array of QDs in Stranski-krastanow (SK) growth mode had been fabricated 

employing optical and electron-beam lithography in combination with etching. The trenches on 

patterned GaAs (100) surface provide nucleation sites for chemical beam epitaxy grown InAs 

QDs in chains [Jep 96]. Later on, considerable efforts to position InAs islands on top of the 

mesa stripes depending on the geometry had been reported by two other groups [Tsu97, 

Kon98], which was extended by Lee and its co-workers using combination of stressors with 

mesa patterning [Lee00]. Thereafter, idea of surface strain engineering by pre-patterning of 

substrate to create a lattice of nucleation sites for QDs during MBE re-growth was continued 

by Gerardot et al [Ger02]. This method was initially introduced to order islands on a mesa 

ridges where the diffusion kinetics favored a build up of strain on one of the edges of mesa 

[Mui95]. The thermodynamic and diffusion kinetics of the In atoms were modified during 

growth by introducing sub-surface strain fields which can be achieved by growing a strained 

film of (InGa)As below the surface. As result of this, the InAs films grow more rapidly on the 

mesa tops and induce a preferential growth of InAs islands on top of subsurface stressor shown 

schematically in Figure 1.7. Furthermore, there had been attempts to use scanning probes like 

atomic force and scanning tunneling microscopy to generate a modified surface for selective 

position of InAs quantum dots [Hyo00, Koh02]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.7: Schematic of the periodically strained structure used in the growth of the QD lattice. Arrow indicates the 

In0.2 Ga0.8 As subsurface is coherently strained to the GaAs surface [Ger02]. 
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Among all these different techniques, the self-assembled island growth on patterned substrate 

employing ex-situ e-beam lithography has been found to be a very promising approach due to 

improvement concerning the resolution in lithography [Den04, Hei04, Kir04, Atk06]. The 

pattern design by e-beam lithography allows site control down to nanometer scale and forcing 

the QDs into predefined lateral positions. An array of single InAs QD nucleation on 

lithographical defined patterned holes was demonstrated successfully by Ishikawa and its co-

worker [Ish00]. At the same time, the long-range ordered lines of self-assembled Ge islands on 

flat Si(001) surface was reported by Schmidt and its co-workers [Sch00]. In their work, the 

self-assembled Ge nanostructures were grown on top of 15 periods Si/SiGe superlattice, which 

was deposited initially on a pre-patterned Si substrate. This idea was further extended for 

InAs/GaAs system using pre-patterning of substrate with combination of electron beam 

lithography and reactive ion etching [Nak02, Sch02, Den04]. In their work, initially InGaAs 

layer was directly grown on periodically modulated surface in order to exactly control the 

nucleation sites of QD to be stacked. Furthermore, the morphology of selectively grown InAs 

QDs on shallow hole patterned surface as a function of the deposited InAs amount was 

demonstrated by Kiravittaya and its co-worker, where growth of ~5nm GaAs buffer layer 

before QD growth result in shallow hole formation. The QDs in the shallow holes were then 

capped with 15 nm Ga(Al)As spacer such that the buried QD array serve as a strain template 

for controlling the formation site of QDs in the second layer and under suitable growth 

conditions a 3D InAs QD crystal with high degree of perfection was reported by this group 

[Kir04]. Furthermore, the growth of long range ordered and homogeneous InAs QD array with 

periodicities ranging from 160 nm to 200 nm on patterned GaAs substrate along with their 

optical properties has been reported recently, which makes them promising for single QD 

device application [Kir05, Kir06]. In the same time, Atkinson et al. has also succeeded in site -

selective growth of InAs QDs using ex-situ electron-beam lithographic patterning of GaAs 

surface with good optical quality [Atk06a]. 

The mechanisms for site-selective QD growth were also investigated and discussed by various 

groups [Ger02, Koh02a, Atk06]. Among them, the mechanism for site controlled nucleation 

process by Gerardot et al. is presented here. The schematic of main processing steps and 

mechanism for site-selective growth of InAs QDs is shown in Figure 1.8. According to their 

interpretation, introducing a patterning on the substrate can create a periodic array of localized 

center because of surface chemical potential gradient [Bia00, Mad93, Ozd 92]. For a binary 

alloy (such as InAs), the chemical potential on facet i surrounded by two side walls s 

misoriented by the same angle θ with respect to the horizontal can be written as:  
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where, µ0 was the chemical potential for uniform surface, γ = 2(γs cscθ- γi cotθ), γs and γi were 

the surface free energy of sidewalls and facet i, respectively, Ω0 was the atomic volume, li was 

the width of facet and minus sign refer to surface profile (Fig. 1.8).  

 

Figure 1.8: Schematic of the periodic surface patterning process using electron beam lithography for producing 

positioned InAs islands. (a) Electron-beam lithography to pattern substrate (b) After developing, transfer of 

pattern via wet chemical etching. (c) Introduction of patterned sample to MBE chamber for further re-growth 

where after careful oxide desorption, an epi-GaAs buffer layer followed by InAs was deposited. (d) Site-selective 

InAs QD formation in the hole above critical thickness. 

Under the associated driving force, the material will preferentially accumulate at bottom of the 

shallow hole. Once the critical thickness was achieved in the patterned region, an island or 

islands will nucleate to relieve local build up of strain. So, the most likely mechanism for 

positioning of self assembled QDs was a result of the directed atomic diffusion and nucleation 

toward the patterned hole. Therefore, use of patterned substrate by ex-situ e-beam lithography 

is a viable technique to controllably place single dots at pre-determined positions. However, 

the ex-situ processes require removal of contaminations and oxides, employing atomic 

hydrogen before re-growth of the patterned layer and seem to be time consuming. With this 

respect, the patterning through an in-situ process seems to be more attractive.  

Based on aforementioned study, a site-control method employing a combination of in- situ 

focused ion beam (FIB) implantation and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technology is 
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exploited in this work for positioned QD growth. Focused ion beams (FIB) have been used 

recently to direct the nucleation of Ge dots in Ge/Si(100) system [Kam03]. However, since it is 

based around a material with an indirect band gap, so photonic applications are unlikely. 

Therefore, a site selective growth of self-assembled InAs QDs on FIB patterned GaAs(100) 

surfaces have been proposed and presented in the framework of this thesis. This concept can be 

further used to create semiconductor building blocks for quantum functional devices that 

require high quality QD in well-defined arrangements. 
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– Chapter 2 – 
 

 Samples preparation and experimental techniques 
 

This chapter includes the details of experimental techniques used for sample preparation. A 

combination of molecular beam epitaxy and an in-situ focused ion beam process technique are 

used for sample fabrication of this work. The experimental details about these systems are 

detailed in section 2.1 and 2.2. Thereafter, the microstructuring of the grown samples with 

photolithography details depending on the specific experimental purpose and conditions is 

discussed in next sections. Furthermore, the characterization techniques used for studying the 

structural and optical properties of the grown samples are also discussed. 

2.1 Molecular beam epitaxy 

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is an epitaxial growth technology which is based on the 

interaction of beams of atoms or molecules of thermal energy on a heated crystalline surface 

under ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) conditions. It was developed in the early 1970s and evolved 

primarily as a technique for the growth of III/V compound semiconductors as well as several 

others epitaxial layers of metals, insulators and superconductors, both at the research and 

industrial production level [Park85, Her89]. Compared with previous deposition techniques, 

MBE has a unique advantage of producing high quality layers with very abrupt interfaces and 

good control of thickness, doping and composition. This feature of MBE makes it as a valuable 

tool in the development of sophisticated electronic and optoelectronics devices. Here, the term 

epitaxy is derived from Greek words epi (meaning ``on´´) and taxis (meaning ``arrangement´´) 

[Sze81] and describe the crystalline growth of one material on the same (homoepitaxy) or on a 

different material (heteroepitaxy). The basic description of III-V MBE system used in this 

work for the growth of AlAs/GaAs/InAs material system is described in following paragraph. 

The RIBER Epineat III-V S MBE system so used in this work consists of three main vacuum 

chambers: a load lock, a transfer chamber and, growth chamber. The load lock is used to bring 

samples into and out of the vacuum environment while maintaining the vacuum integrity of the 

other chambers. The transfer chamber is used for preparation and storage of samples and the 

growth chamber is the main chamber employed for the growth of material structure. The 

schematic representation of MBE growth chamber is presented in Figure 2.1. This chamber is 
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maintained under UHV conditions (~ 10-10 torr) by combination of two ion getter pumps, titan 

sublimation pump and liquid nitrogen cooled cryo-shroud. With this condition it is possible to 

maintain the unwanted residual impurities as low as possible and ensure that no gas reaction 

occur before the molecules reach the substrate. The chamber comprise of group III element 

effusion cells (Al, Ga, In cells), group IV element C, Si cells for doping, and a group V 

element As valved-cracker cell. Among all cells, the carbon cell comprise of pyrolytic graphite 

disc, which is heated directly from its back via accelerated electrons beam. However, all other 

cell comprise of pyrolytic boron nitride (PBN) crucible with the ingots or pallets of desired 

material inside, heated by tungsten filament. So, all these material sources are independently 

heated until the desired material flux is achieved for growth. A movable ion gauge is also used 

prior to growth, to measure the direct beam flux and the background flux. Computer controlled 

shutters are positioned in front of each effusion cells to be able to shutter the flux reaching the 

samples within a fraction of a second (about 300 ms). The GaAs epiready wafer of diameter 3 

inches in quarter forms are used for epitaxial growth. The samples are transferred to substrate 

holder of growth chamber using magnetically coupled rod. The substrate holder and heater 

(situated few millimeters above substrate) as shown in Fig. 2.1, are made of materials such as 

Mo and Ta having property of not decomposing or giving outgas impurities even when heated  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of III-V MBE system. 
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up to 1400°C. Also, substrate is rotated by a rotation assembly in order to have higher 

homogeneity during growth of layers and heating. Moreover, in Order to monitor the residual 

gases, analyze the source beams and check for leaks, a quadrupole mass spectrometer is also 

employed with this chamber. During the growth process, the unionized molecular beams, 

generated by effusion cells, impinge on a heated substrate, where they interact and undergo 

different competing processes which are shown schematically in figure 2.2: 

(a) Adsorption of constituent atoms or molecule impinging on the substrate surface. (b) Surface 

migration and dissociation of the adsorbed molecules.  

(c) Incorporation of the constituent atoms in to the crystal lattice of substrate or the epilayer 

already grown and aggregation of nucleation seeds.  

(d) Thermal desorption of the species not incorporated in to the crystal lattice  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of the surface processes occuring during growth by MBE [Her89]. 
 

In the field of epitaxial growth from vapour phase, there exist three possible modes of crystal 

growth on surface [Ven84]. These modes are illustrated schematically in figure 2.3. The 

particular growth mode for a given system depends on surface energies and difference of 

lattice constant between the substrate and the growing layer. These modes are discussed as 

follows: 

• Frank-Van der Merwe (FM) growth: In this mode atoms are more strongly bound to 

the substrate than to each other and the atoms initially condensed to form a 

complete monolayer on the surface, which becomes covered with a somewhat less 
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tightly bound second layer. This kind of mode is observed in some metal-metal 

system, and in semiconductor growth on semiconductors e.g. layer by layer growth 

of GaAs or AlxGa1-xAs on GaAs. 

• Volmer-Weber (VW) growth: In this mode small clusters are nucleated directly on 

the substrate surface and then grow into an island of condensed phase. This happen 

when atoms or molecules of deposit are strongly bound to each other than to the 

substrate. This mode is displayed by many systems of metal growing on insulators, 

including many metals on alkali halides, graphite and other compound such as 

mica. 

• Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode: This mode is an intermediate case of above 

two growth modes, also named as layer plus island growth mode. In this mode, 

after forming the first monolayers or a few monolayers subsequent layer growth is 

unfavorable and islands are formed on top of this intermediate layer. For example in 

the case of strained epilayer system with small interface energy, initial growth may 

occur layer by layer, but a thicker layer has a large strain energy and can lower its 

energy by forming isolated islands with relaxed strain. This kind of growth mode is 

observed during growth of InAs/GaAs (001) or Ge/Si(001) systems. 

Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of three different growth mode, where θ represents the coverage in 

monolayers. 
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In our MBE system, the substrate temperature of GaAs(100) substrate is varied from 500 to 

630°C depending on desired heterostructure and device application. A W/WRe Thermocouple 

(type C) fixed on the backside of substrate heater is employed to measure substrate temperature 

during and before growth. However, for accurate measurement of temperature, the MBE 

system is equipped with a pyrometer. Also, the condition of having high substrate temperature 

during growth of III-V semiconductors guarantees the crystalline and smooth GaAs film with 

much less crystal defects which makes impinging atoms more mobile on the surface and hence, 

rambles fast enough onto their lattice sites. Moreover, the growth rate of compound 

semiconductor is determined by sticking coefficient of group III elements (Al, Ga and In) since 

the sticking coefficient of group V element on pure GaAs surface is zero and only those group 

V atoms (As) necessary to bound the group III orbital at the surface will be adsorbed. Because 

of this, the epitaxial growth usually occurs when there are more group V atoms than group III 

atom, i.e. in the so-called group V rich conditions. Group III rich conditions are difficult to 

study because any access of these atoms tends to form free metallic clusters [Par85].  

In order to obtain desired device structures (e.g. High electron mobility transistor (HEMT), 

Light emitting diode (LED) etc.) with good electrical quality, III-V semiconductors are doped 

generally with p type (Be or C) and with n type dopants (Si). The incorporation of electrically 

active impurities into the growing film is achieved by using additional effusion cells that 

contain the appropriate doping element. By proper opening and closing the shutter a sharp 

doping profile in growth direction can be obtained. The group II element, Be behave as an 

acceptor which try to occupy Ga site in GaAs lattice during the growth of III-V compound 

heterostructures, but its diffusivity is high so that the thermal stability of the doping profile is 

limited. In addition, beryllium is highly toxic so that the handling is more complicated than 

carbon. This group IV element, C has much lower diffusivity than beryllium. Also, the 

electrical properties of carbon doped layers are very promising. The maximum experimentally 

achieved acceptor concentration during p-doping of GaAs layers with carbon is up to 4×1019 

cm-3 [Gia 92]. Furthermore, Si (Group IV element) despite being amphoteric behavior, occupy 

Ga sites in GaAs (100) surface under standard As-stablized conditions and behave as a donor 

with maximum achievable electrically active concentration up to 1×1019 cm-3 [Not84]. 

Moreover, Si acts only on certain surface orientations and growth conditions as p- type dopant 

[Par85]. Among these dopants, C and Si cells are employed for n-type and p-type doping of 

haterostructures, respectively, in our MBE system.  

Furthermore, in order to ensure the reproducibility and feedback on the structure information, 

MBE system is also equipped with one of most useful tools, reflection high-energy electron 
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diffraction (RHEED). The resulting diffraction pattern from sample surface can be used to 

calibrate growth rates, observe removal of oxides from the surface, calibrate the substrate 

temperature, monitor the arrangement of the surface atoms, determine the proper arsenic 

overpressure, give feedback on surface morphology, and provide information about growth 

kinetics. This technique employs a high energy (up to 25 keV, in our case) electron beam, 

directed on the sample surface at grazing angle (~0.5-2 degrees); the diffraction pattern is 

imaged on a symmetrically placed fluorescent screen. Because of grazing angle of incidence, 

the electron beam is scattered in the first few atomic layers, thus giving a surface sensitive 

diffraction pattern. This diffraction pattern can give information about surface re-constructions 

on the GaAs surface. For sufficient As flux and suitable substrate temperature, two different 

kind of reconstruction (due to the rearrangement of surface atoms of growing GaAs layer) 

along the [011] and [0-11] crystal directions during the growth of GaAs on GaAs(100) 

substrate has been observed in our case. Moreover, the appearance of the RHEED diffraction 

pattern can be used to provide qualitative feedback on surface morphology. If the sample 

surface is smooth, then the RHEED diffraction patterns appear streaky, but if it is rough, then 

the diffraction pattern become haze. Beside this, RHEED can be used as an accurate, quick 

and direct measure of growth rate in MBE by using camera that monitors the RHEED specular 

spot on screen and measure its intensity as a function of time. For this case, the period of the 

oscillations in the intensity of RHEED pattern corresponds to the time needed to grow a 

monolayer. Therefore, the RHEED intensity oscillation provides a real time and in-situ tool to 

measure the deposition rate of the epitaxial growth. 

2.2 Focused Ion Beam Technology 

The focused ion beam (FIB) technique was developed during the late 1970s and the early 

1980s, and the first commercial instruments was introduced more than two decade ago 

[Mel87]. At that time FIB instruments were embraced by semiconductor industry as offline 

equipment for mask or circuit repair. It was not until 1990s that FIB instruments began to be 

used in research labs. Modern FIB systems are becoming widely available in semiconductor 

research and processing environments, as well as in failure analysis and chip-design centers. 

The technology enables localized milling and deposition of conductors and insulators with 

high precision, hence it success in device modification, mask repair, process control and failure 

analysis [Ste95, Rey98, War88, Ste98]. Moreover, the preparation of specimens for 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and trimming of thin film magneto resistive heads 

are important application of FIB [Wal95, Ath97]. Among these applications, focused ion beam 
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(FIB) technology has become increasingly popular tools for the fabrication of various types of 

nanostructures [Tse05].  

The FIB has several advantages over high-energy particle beams used in nanofabrication. For 

example, as compared to photons or electrons, ions are much heavier and can strike with 

greater energy at relatively shorter wavelength to directly transfer pattern on hard materials 

(such as semiconductors, metals or ceramics) without major forward and backward scattering. 

Thus the feature size of the pattern is largely dictated by the beam size and the interaction of 

the beam with the target material. On the other hand, the electron or photon beam can mainly 

be applied for writing on soft materials (such as polymers or resists) and the corresponding 

feature sizes are determined by the proximity of back-scattered electrons or wave diffraction 

limit [Tse03]. Moreover, the lateral exposure in FIB technology is very low, thereby exposing 

the correct areas and writing very narrow lines in the substrate, which makes it more capable to 

directly fabricate nanostructures. The technology of using FIB for nanofabrication is also 

called direct writing, which is a collection of several major approaches, including milling, 

implantation, ion-induced deposition and ion-assisted etching that respectively perform 

material removal from, property change on, material addition on, and material removal from 

the substrates with or without chemical assistance. The key to direct-write technology is its 

ability to operate FIB with a proper beam size, current and energy to remove or add a required 

amount material with or without chemical reaction from a predefined location in a controllable 

manner. In this work, a Canion31 Plus FIB column from Orsay Physics has been employed for 

areal implantation as well as to pattern square array of shallow holes for selective positioning 

of MBE grown self-assembled InAs QDs. The details about FIB system are described below. 

The basic components of an FIB system consist of an ion source, ion optics column, a substrate 

stage, and a vacuum chamber which is interconnected with MBE system (in our group) under 

ultra high vacuum (UHCV) conditions. A schematic diagram of FIB ion column is shown in 

Figure 2.4. Initially, the ions are generated by use of field emission ion source, so called liquid 

metal ion source (LMIS). These source are most popular, for their high brightness and the 

advantage that almost all metals have relatively low melting temperatures and low reactivity 

could be made into sources [Orl03]. Moreover, such sources can produce a beam of heavier 

ions that can be focused onto fine spots in the order of 10 nm with adequate current densities 

for direct writing. The available ion sources in our group include the elements: As, Au, B, Be, 

Bi, Co, Cr, Cu, Dy, Er, Fe, Ga, Ge, Gd, Ho, In, Mn, Ni, P, Pd, Pt, Si, Sn and Tb, Where B, P 

and Si are nonmetals, and except Bi, Ga, In and Sn , the other element can only be prepared in 
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eutectic (alloy) form. As, B, Be, P and Si are important for semiconductor technology because 

they are the dopant elements. Among all sources, the most widely used LMIS is made from Ga 

metal because of its low melting temperature (30°C), low volatility, low vapor pressure and its 

longest lifetime. However, for this work, the Ga and In LMISs are employed to fabricate 

patterns in nanoscale regime on GaAs surface such that a well optimized and suitable template 

for positioning of InAs QDs can be established. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of focused ion beam from Orsay Physics. 

 

The ion emitter i.e. LMIS consists of a tungsten needle, a tungsten heater (filament) and a 

spiral reservoir for metal or eutectic alloy (see fig. 2.5). To extract the ions, emitter is heated 

by the filament to melt the eutectic alloy in the spiral reservoir and meanwhile a high positive 

voltage, relative to extraction electrode, is applied to the needle. The liquid metal flows then to 

tip of needle and form a cone, called Taylor cone, by the balance of electrostatic and the 

surface tension forces acting on it. The apex of the taylor cone is believed to have radius of 

only about 5 nm, and due to its small radius, the high electric field provided by the extraction 
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voltage on it results in the filed evaporation and filed ionization of atoms in vapor state which 

finally accelerates toward extraction electrode. Thus, an ion beam is created which can be 

further processed by the ion optics column.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The FIB column consists of a stigmator, a condenser lens, a set of condenser lens apertures, an 

E×B filter, a set of objective lens apertures, a beam blanker, beam deflector, and an objective 

lens. This column operates between 5 kV and 30 kV, which is the acceleration voltage of ions, 

denoted as Uacc. The condenser lens is used to collimate the beam, or to form a beam crossover 

at the center of E×B filter (Wien-filter) or on the center of an objective lens aperture, which is 

then imaged onto specimen by the objective lens. The stigmator is employed to eliminate the 

ions that are not directed vertically, and the condenser lens apertures (current regulator) are 

applied to cut off the beam, and thus to regulate the beam current and to decrease the lens 

aberrations. The objective lens helps to reduce the beam size and to improve the focusing of 

the beam. The electrostatic beam deflector controls the final trajectory and landing location of 

the ions on the substrate. The above mentioned Wien filter is only used when the system is 

equipped with liquid alloy ion source e.g. in case of eutectic compound, Au70Si15Be15. It is used 

to filter out unwanted ion species emitted from the alloy ion sources by allowing only the 

required ions with a fixed mass/charge ratio to pass through. In this setup, the velocity v of ion 

is perpendicular to the both applied fields E and B so that the electrostatic and the Lorentz 

forces on a point are in opposite directions. These two forces only compensate each other for 

the ions with a mass m0 with certain velocity BEv = and only these ions are able to pass the 

E×B filter undeflected. All other ions, for which the deflection is higher than the aperture 

radius, hit separation aperture. Thus to select certain ion species the magnetic filed is varied at 

a constant electric field. In this way a LMIS is characterized and a typical spectrum of LMIS 

with an eutectic alloy of AuSiBe is shown in Figure 2.6. 

Figure 2.5: Picture of an AuErSi LMIS for Orsay 

FIB system. Courtesy of A. Melnikov 
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Furthermore, when ions enter the target material they will collide with both the nuclei and 

electrons of the target. The ion-solid interactions can be classified in two main distinct 

processes: elastic interactions with the nuclei, which produce the displacement of lattice atoms, 

surface sputtering or the formation of defects and inelastic interactions with electrons, which 

are a source for secondary electrons, X-rays and optical photon emission. Between two 

successive interactions with the nuclei, ions interact also with the electrons, but because of the 

big discrepancy between the masses of ion and electron, the ions will not change their 

trajectory, which can be considered linear. The trajectory of the ions is only changed as the 

result of a collision with an atom. The distance between the point from where the ion enters 

into the target and the point where it stops is called range. The projection of the range along the 

incident direction of the ions is called projected range, Rp and the distance traveled along a 

perpendicular axis is the perpendicular distance ⊥R . The standard deviation is called straggle 

i.e. pRΔ  for the projected range, and ⊥ΔR  for lateral direction. The spatial distribution of the 

implanted ion is named as implantation profile. The range and spatial distribution of an ion in 

an amorphous solid as first approximation is studied theoretically by Lindhard and its 

coworkers [Lin63]. According to their theory, the projected range of implanted ion is described 

in first approximation in by Gaussian function: 
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where D is the dose of implanted ions.  
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Figure 2.6: Mass spectrum for an Au-Si-Be LMIS. 
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One of the most efficient way to rapidly find the range of ion in semiconductors is the software 

SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) which one can use to make three dimensional 

Monte-Carlo simulation of the ion penetration in to matter [Zie99]. The implantation profiles 

using SRIM simulation of Ga+ and In+ ion, entering perpendicularly into GaAs with incident 

energy of 30 keV are shown in Figure 2.7. According to SRIM simulations, the projected range 

for In+ and Ga+ are calculated around 14 and 18 nm respectively.  

 

2.3 Photolithography 

Photolithography (also known as optical lithography) is a process used in semiconductor 

device fabrication to transfer a geometric pattern geometric pattern from a photomask to a 

light-sensitive chemical (photoresist, or simply "resist") on the surface of substrate. A series of 

chemical treatments then engraves the exposure pattern into the material underneath the 

photoresist. The photomasks were either created using advanced graphic software (like Corel 

Draw, etc.) or CAD, the layout printed on DIN A0 paper, and with a photo camera transposed 

on a glass substrate or industrial fabricate chrome masks. The various steps used during this 

process are discussed briefly below.  

• Mesa definition: Before structuring by photolithography, the samples were cut into pieces 

of 5 × 5 mm2 lateral size so that they can be glued on a sample holder or to a chip carrier after 

photo lithographical processing. Initially, the sample surface was carefully cleaned with 

acetone in an ultrasonic bath followed by another bath of isopropyl alcohol. Then, a positive 
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Figure 2.7: Implantation profile for 30 keV 
used In+ and Ga+ on GaAs surface using 
SRIM simulation 
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photoresist (Shipley Microposit SP25-10) was applied to the surface, and the structure was 

rotated with high speed (3200-4000 rpm) for a period of 15-30 seconds using a spin-coating 

machine. The preparation of the photoresist ended with a soft-bake, i.e. the wafer was heated in 

an oven for 15 minutes, at 100°C, in order to evaporate the resist solvent and to solidify the 

photoresist. Thereafter, the next step consists of mask alignment and exposure, which is 

performed with a Karl Süss MJB 3 photolithography machine comprised of a mercury lamp 

with emission in middle UV (365 nm). Its resolution is limited by the diffraction limit and 

depends on the size of this wavelength used to illuminate the mask. First the mask is aligned 

with the substrate, and then both of them were put in the contact mode in order to eliminate the 

diffraction at the edges of the mask features. Then the photoresist is illuminated for 40 s 

through the mask. All over the exposed regions of the photoresist a chemical reaction occurs. 

Depending on the chemical composition of the photoresist, it can react in two ways when light 

strikes on the surface. The action of the light on the positive resist causes it to become 

polymerized in the exposed area which makes it soluble in the developer (Shipley Photoposit 

160 Developer). A negative resist has the reverse property. After the developing process, a 

positive/negative (depending on the type of the resist) of the mask remains as a pattern of the 

resist on the substrate surface. The last step is the post-baking, performed in the oven for 10 

minutes at 100°C, which ensures that the resist strongly adheres to the substrate and also that 

the viscosity parameters of the resist permit to start the etching with a good resolution study. In 

this work, a positive photoresist is employed on sample surface and van der Pauw (VdP) mask 

is preferred to obtain mesa structures whose layout is shown in appendix A. 

• Etching: In order to finalize the aim of transposing the mask layout on the substrate, after 

the photolithography process for defining the mesa structures, a chemical etching was 

performed. For the etching, a solution of H2O: H2O2: H2SO4 was used, which, depending on 

the elements concentrations, provides different speeds for the etching rate. The various etching 

rates are presented below in table 2.1.  

 

 

 

 

  Table 2.1: The etching rate 

H2O :H2O2 :H2SO4 Etching rate[nm/min] 

1000:8:1 35 

50:1:1 75 

30:1:1 125 

30:1:2 140 
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In order to stop the etching reaction the sample is immersed into water. Thereafter, the resist is 

removed by acetone and the mesa fabrication process is finished. A schematic illustration of 

the process flow for mesa formation is presented in Figure 2.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Photolithography for contacts: For contact defination the steps are similar but two different 

resist were applied which will be explained as following: after cleaning the substrate surface, a 

lift off resist (Shipley Microposit LOL 2000) was first applied and its thickness was 

homogenized on the spinner at about 3800 rpm for 30 sec. This resist must be hardened at 

150°C for 5 min. then the positive resist SP-2510 was applied exactly in the same manner and 

all other steps followed as it was aforementioned in the mesa definition paragraph. After 

exposure and developing, there are windows opened into the two resists and sample can be 

used for contact preparation in HV chamber (< 2 × 10-6). The employed lift off resist in this 

case, helps to interrupts the connection of the contact part and the residual films which enables 

the removal of only the residual metallic layer leaving metallic contacts with sharp edges. 

Figure 2.9 is schematic representations of steps used for this double resist technique with Au 

contact. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8: Illustration of the technological steps involved in mesa defination (a) sample with positive resist on top
(b) UV exposure through mask (c) sample after developing process (d) sample in etching solution (e) mesa 
defination-final state. 

Figure 2.9: Substrate (cross-sectional view from center of mesa) with mesa structure; (b) substrate covered with 
 two resist; (c) UV exposure of the sample through the contact mask; (d) after contact evaporation step; (e) final 
 stage of sample after lift off. 
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2.4 Ohmic contact deposition, alloying and bonding 

In order to make electrical access to semiconductor devices, ohmic contact deposition close to 

the investigated area is required. The ohmic contacts for III-V compound consist of a layered 

metallic structure deposited on the top of the semiconductor. This metallic stack structure, after 

a proper annealing treatment, provides a linear I-V characteristic in forward as well as in 

backward bias direction. Two different recipes for the contact thermal evaporation were used 

to define ohmic contacts for two differently n and p-doped haterostructures. One recipe based 

on Au-Ge-Ni [Bra67, Edw72], was used for n-doped heterostructures and the contacts were 

named as n-type contacts. The other recipe, based on Au-Zn [Rid75, Sze81] was evaporated on 

p-doped heterostructures, with contacts named as p-type contacts. The employed layer 

sequence in evaporation chamber for n and p-type contacts has been given in table 2.2. 

After the contact were deposited, the samples were dipped in a NMP(1-methyl-2-

pyrolidon,C5H9NO) solution and kept for about 30 minutes in order to dissolve the lift-off 

resist and to remove the un-wanted evaporated metallic region. Practically grown contacts are 

not ohmic in most cases, so in order to contact n or p doped layer situated at certain depth 

below the surface, alloying is required. Depending on contact recipes, the contacts were 

annealed for 4 minutes at different temperature i.e. 400°C for n-type evaporation and at 385°C 

for p type evaporation in nitrogen gas atmosphere. Because the temperature to anneal n-type 

contact is higher, it is important that these contacts are deposited and processed first in case of 

heterostructures with both doped layers e.g. p-i-n diode.  

 

Table 2.2: The layer sequence for n- and p-type ohmic contacts. 

 

The last step of the preparation procedure includes the sample mounting into a chip carrier and 

bonding the necessary contacts to the chip carrier pins. 

n-type contact 

Nr. 

layer 

Element Thickness 

(Å) 

1 Ni 100 

2 Ge 600 

3 Au 1200 

4 Ni 100 

5 Au 1000 

p-type contact 

Nr. 

layer 

Element Thickness (Å) 

1 Au 400 

2 Zn 400 

3 Au 2000 
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2.5 Structural characterization 

Two characterization techniques have been employed in order to study the surface topography 

and morphology of FIB patterned GaAs surfaces before and after the growth of InAs QDs, and 

they are briefly addressed below.  

2.5.1 Scanning electron microscopy 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) is a type of electron microscope capable of 

producing high-resolution images of a sample surface. SEM is a versatile and a well-

established complementary technique to light optical microscopy (LOM). As in any 

microscope the main objective is for magnification and focus of clarity. The amount of 

information a micrograph can provide is dependent on resolution. The maximum resolution 

that can be achieved using a microscope means the smallest interval distinguishable between 

two adjacent points. The maximum resolution mainly depends on the wavelength of the 

radiation selected for the image. Beams entering the lens- and aperture system of the 

microscope produce overlapping diffraction patterns for each object point. The distance (r) 

between two diffraction maxima is dependent on wavelength (λ) as follows: 

αμ
λ

sin
61.0=r  

When normal light-optical microscopes are used then the maximum resolution with regard to 

wavelength of visible light (400 – 700 nm) is limited to about 200 nm. But if electrons are used 

instead of optical waves, much smaller wavelengths can be achieved. The wavelength can be 

varied depending on the voltage set to accelerate the electrons towards the sample. The 

dependence of wavelength on accelerating voltages (V) by considering the relativistic case, is 

derived as: ( )[ ] 2
126105.1 VV −+=λ . So, the electron microscope such as, scanning electron 

microscopes (SEM) are advantageous in that a high degree of magnification as well as an 

excellent depth of focus.  

The SEM system from Quanta 200 FEG family of FEI has been used for this work, is capable 

of imaging up to 100,0000 times magnification. A focused beam of high-energy electrons 

(from 200 eV to 30 keV) is used to generate a variety of signals at the surface of solid 

specimen due to electron sample interaction. These signals include secondary electrons, 

backscattered electrons (BSE), diffracted backscattered electrons, photons (characteristics and 

where, μ is refractive index of surrounding medium, angle α 

formed by the optical axis and the edge beam 
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continuum X-rays), visible light (cathodoluminescence-CL), and heat. Among them, the signal 

corresponding to secondary electrons and backscattered electrons are most commonly used for 

imaging samples by an appropriate choice of detectors.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.10: SEM images from Quanta 200 FEG. (a) An etched Van der Pauw (VdP) mesa on GaAs substrate 

and (b) InAs quantum dots and clusters on Ga+ implanted GaAs surface in sputtered dose range.  

The secondary electrons are most valuable for showing morphology and topography on 

samples while backscattered electrons are valuable for illustrating contrasts in composition in 

multiphase samples. The Quanta 200 FEG is also fitted with an energy-dispersive X-ray 

(EDX) spectrometer. This device measures the energy of X-rays that are generated by the 

atoms of the sample during interactions with the electron beam. The X-ray spectra are 

characteristic of the atoms and, allowing the chemical composition of the sample to be 

determined. The SEM images from this system are shown in Figure 2.10. 

2.5.2 Atomic force microscopy 

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is a scanning probe microscopy technique which allows 

high resolution imaging of insulating, semiconducting as well as conductive surfaces. This 

technique was proposed to overcome the limitation of scanning tunneling microscope (STM), 

which can apply only to conductive samples [Bin86]. In fact instead of measuring the 

tunneling current, as in STM imaging, the AFM measures the force between a probing tip and 

the sample during an x-y scan.  

As depicted in Fig. 2.11, the basic principle of the AFM is quite simple. A sharp tip, typically 

composed of silicon or silicon nitride, on a cantilever is brought into a close proximity of the 

surface. At the same time, a laser beam is used to detect the deflection of the cantilever caused 

(a) 
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by an electrostatic force between the tip and the sample. Feedback is used to keep the force, 

i.e., the distance, between the tip and the sample constant. This is done by moving the sample 

or tip vertically using piezoelectric actuators. In order to scan a map of the surface features, 

similar actuators are used to move the sample or tip in lateral directions. The AFM technique 

achieves a high magnification of the surface features in all three dimensions contrary to optical 

or electron microscopes (which provide a two-dimensional (2D) projection of the surface). 

Moreover, AFM is rather versatile since the measurement can be carried out in ambient air and 

the samples do not need any special preparation.  

AFM measurements in tapping mode are performed in this thesis to study the surface 

morphological properties of FIB patterned surface before and after QDs growth in order to 

obtain information on lateral and vertical dimension of the structures present on the surface of 

grown samples. This mode is sort of between the ‘contact’ and ‘non-contact’. In this mode, the 

stiff cantilever is oscillated closer to the sample than in ‘non-contact’ mode. Part of the 

oscillation extends into the repulsive regime, so the tip intermittently touches or ‘taps’ the 

surface and finally a tapping AFM evaluation image can be provided by imaging the force 

between the oscillating contacts of tip with the sample surface .The AFM equipment used is a 

Scanning probe microscope from Digital Instruments (Nanoscope III) equipped with n+ - doped 

silicon cantilevers having a tip with nominal curvature radius of 5-10 nm and a tip angle of 

20°. It gives a resolution of the order of few nm. The scanning electron image of employed 

silicon cantilever with tip can be seen in Fig. 2.11. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.11: A schematic illustration of atomic force microscopy. 
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The resolution of this method is appropriate to study nanostructures such as self-assembled 

quantum dots. Nevertheless, this method contains some limits that must be taken into account: 

• The AFM characterization requires uncapped quantum dots. But it has been observed 

that QD structural characteristics changes before and after capping layer growth. AFM 

is thus more valuable for a comparative analysis than for quantitative measurement QD 

dimension.  

• The physical resolution is limited by the tip shape, and QD dimensions can be distorted 

by a blunted tip. Measurements need then to be interpreted cautiously. 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2.6 Optical characterization 

2.6.1 Photoluminescence Spectroscopy 

Photoluminescence (PL) is one of the most powerful non-destructive optical techniques for 

semiconductor industry, with its rapid and sensitive ability to find impurities and defects in 

semiconductors, which affect the material quality and device performance [Pav94]. 

Photoluminescence concerns with the radiation emitted by semiconductor crystal after 

excitation with incident light source (usually a laser). In particular, it regards radiative 

recombination paths of photoexcited electron hole pairs. Through the analysis of luminescence 

spectrum as a function of different parameters (temperature, excitation wavelength, excitation 

intensity etc.) general information on the material quality can be gained. PL spectroscopy is an 

efficient technique to characterize quantum wells, superlattices and have gained much interest 

in characterization of self-assembled quantum dots for many years [Bim99]. The detailed 

principal of PL in InAs/GaAs QDs system is further discussed in Chapter 3. 

Figure 2.12: Scanned electron microscope image of silicon cantilever with tip [Kle99]. 
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Figure 2.13 shows a schematic of the experimental apparatus used for PL measurements. The 

basic criterion in selecting the excitation source is that its energy should be greater than or 

equal to the band gap of semiconductor under study. The PL set up at our faculty consists of a 

diode laser of wavelength 635 nm (E=1.95 eV) operating at power of 5 mW, as an excitation 

source. The samples are fixed on outside of a cold finger cryostat for room temperature 

measurements, while for low temperature measurements, sample is fixed inside this cold finger 

cryostat which can go down to 4.2K. Sample temperature is measured with resistance 

thermometer i.e. PT 100 resistor for measuring untill 70K, while below this, Allen-Bradely 

resistor is used for measuring temperature upto 4 K. The cryostat has high purity quartz 

window, which can pass the excitation as well as luminescence light. The cryostat is mounted 

on a movable table, allowing sample movement in three directions in order to make 

intersection of point of laser beam and optical axis. The associated optics includes a mirror and 

lens for focusing the excitation light to a small spot and two other lenses to focus the 

luminescence signal on the entrance slit of a high resolution monochromator. This 

luminescence signal is dispersed by SPEX 500M monochromator consisting of grating and 

mirrors. The out coming signal from monochromator is finally detected by LN2 cooled InGaAs 

detector. Then, Lock in amplifier is used to measure the detector signal and to modulate the 

frequency of incident laser beam to 133 Hz for signal filtering. The signal from the Lock-in 

amplifier is finally read by computer. The monochromator controls and the data processing are 

realized with the help of computer using a Lab View program. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure2.13: Schematic for PL set up. 
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– Chapter 3 – 
 

Growth of self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots  
 

 

In the framework of this thesis, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) system has been employed for 

the growth of self-assembled InAs quantum dots (QDs) on GaAs (100) substrate. This chapter 

initially describes the optimized conditions for growth of self-assembled InAs QDs. 

Furthermore, the experimental results on the structural and optical quality of InAs QDs on 

unpatterned GaAs (100) are summarized in the last section. 

3.1 Growth details for self-assembled InAs quantum dots 

A solid source MBE system of type EPINAT III/V S from RIBER was employed for the InAs 

QDs growth. Prior to growth, a semi insulating GaAs(100) substrate was thermally cleaned at 

temperature, Tsub = 660°C to desorb oxide for one minute under an arsenic pressure of 1×10-5 

torr. After native oxide desorbs, the substrate temperature was lowered to 600°C for the 

growth of 40 periods of 2 nm AlAs/2 nm GaAs superlattice followed by a 300 nm thick GaAs 

buffer layer grown in order to smooth the surface. Reflection high energy electron diffraction 

(RHEED) plays an ample role to monitor the morphology and surface reconstruction of the 

GaAs growth. A clear (2×4) reconstruction for diffraction pattern along [0-11] azimuth 

indicates a smooth GaAs surface. For growth of InAs quantum dots, the substrate temperature 

was reduced down to Tsub = 480-545°C resulting in change of GaAs surface re-construction to 

c(4×4). So, after buffer layer growth, Indium (In) is supplied under suitable arsenic pressure 

of 6.8×10-6 torr in the form of cycles having 4 sec of In supply along with 4 sec break at an 

appropriate substrate temperature. The break introduced during InAs island growth is required 

for making sufficient diffusion of In adatoms on the substrate. The cycles were repeated until 

certain value of critical thickness, where the RHEED pattern change to a spotty pattern 

indicating three-dimensional islands formation on the growing surface [Leo93, Leo94a, 

Hey01]. This work considers the deposited InAs amount corresponding to nominal coverage 

of 1.7 monolayers (ML) as an important parameter for onset of QD nucleation and the 

nominal growth rate is about 0.018 ML/sec. The number of Indium cycles depends on desired 

island density and the substrate temperature during QD growth. Moreover, the substrate 

temperature plays an important role in deciding the shape and density of InAs islands 
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[Mad94]. Typically, for samples used in this work, the substrate temperature was lowered to 

525°C before QD growth and InAs amount corresponding to a nominal coverage of 2 ML 

(monolayer) was deposited. In order to investigate the island size and density, the MBE 

process was terminated at this step for structural characterization of samples. While for 

electrical and optical measurements (e.g. photoluminescence (PL), Electroluminescence (EL), 

C-V measurements) the InAs-islands were additionally overgrown with ~ 8nm GaAs at low 

substrate temperature around 500ºC to cap the QDs. Then, the substrate temperature was 

again raised to 600ºC and a 22 nm GaAs layer was grown, followed by 34 periods of a 3 nm 

AlAs/1 nm GaAs superlattice. The whole layer sequence was terminated with a 10 nm GaAs 

layer. The layer structure for the sample is shown schematically in Figure 3.1. However, the 

form and size of islands can change during overgrowth and depend strongly on growth rate 

and substrate temperature, although the areal density remains unchanged [Joy01]. 

 

3.2 Topography of InAs quantum dots 

For a full understanding of the complex formation process of self-assembled islands, 

knowledge about their shapes, heights, diameters and densities are important. Samples were 

characterized by utilizing ex situ scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force 

microscope (AFM) in tapping mode. A small piece of sample around 5×5 mm2 was cut from 

middle of ''341 ×  wafer for surface morphology study. During scanning electron microscopy, 

 

Figure 3.1: Layer structure of a sample with InAs quantum dots for optical study. 
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an energetic 5 keV focused beam of electrons strike the sample and undergo various reactions 

due to sample-electron interactions (see chapter 2). The secondary electrons produced by this 

interaction provide complementary information about the topography of InAs islands. A 

number of SEM images have been studied thoroughly to evaluate the island density. Figure 

3.5 shows a SEM image of sample #12679 with InAs islands grown at Tsub = 525°C using 

nominal InAs coverage of 2ML.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.1: SEM image of InAs quantum dots on GaAs surface. 

 

The SEM observations reveal the lateral expansion of InAs quantum dots between 20-40 nm 

and island density of about 2×1010 cm-2. In order to further confirm the diameter, height and 

density of the islands, AFM has been utilized. The samples were scanned using a Digital 

Instruments model Nanoscope III atomic force microscope in tapping mode with Si (n+) tip of 

5-10 nm radius. The height of self-assembled InAs-island is found to be around 8 nm from 

same sample. However, typical height of MBE grown self-assembled InAs islands (in our 

group) varies between 7-9 nm under suitable growth conditions. An AFM image of InAs 

islands grown on GaAs surface is shown in Figure 3.2.  

Therefore, the surface morphology study of InAs islands points toward their good quality 

growth without any dislocation formation. Moreover, the islands are quite homogeneous, so 

that ensemble of these islands can be investigated.  
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Figure 3.2: AFM image of InAs quantum dots on GaAs surface. 

 

3.3 Optical Characterization 

Self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots are good optical emitters for several reasons. The 

bandgaps of the two materials line up such that a large potential well is formed for both 

electrons and holes. InAs has a direct band gap, which allows efficient optical transitions. 

Finally, the energy of transitions between confined states in the dots lies in the near infrared, 

allowing efficient photon detection. 

Our principal tool for investigating the discrete energy level of quantum dots is 

photoluminescence (PL). This process is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.3. A laser beam 

of appropriate wavelengths excites the electrons from the valance band (VB) to the 

conduction band (CB) and creates electron-hole pairs. These pairs can be excited directly into 

the discrete energy levels in the quantum dot, or above the discrete levels in the quantum dot 

to the two dimensional quantum well continuum or (even high excitation energy) to the bulk 

semiconductor continuum. Typically, the excitation energy of the incident light may be larger 

than the GaAs bandgap (1.52 eV at T = 4.2K), which is called as above-band excitation. In 

this case, many electron-hole pairs are created in the GaAs matrix surrounding the dot. A 

fraction of these generated carriers relax nonradiatively and fall in to the ground state or 

weakly excited states of quantum dots (see Figure 3.3). Then, these electron-hole pairs 

(named as exciton because of strong overlapping of electron and hole wave function) confined 

in the dot recombine and emit a photon with a characteristic energy.  
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Figure 3.7: Schematic representation of photoluminescence process. The excited process creates electron hole 

pairs in conduction and valance band of GaAs. These carriers relax by nonradiative transition to discrete states of 

quantum dot where they recombine by emitting photon of certain wavelength. 

 

Due to full quantization in all three dimensions for QDs, the energy spectrum of single dot 

always consists of a discrete set of eigenenergy depending only on number of atoms making a 

dot. Although Marzin and its co-worker, observed ultrasharp lines in PL spectra of single QDs 

[Mar94a], a usual experimentally observed PL spectra comes from large ensemble of QDs 

depict broad peaks. The reason for inhomogeneous broadening in spectra is caused by size 

fluctuations of QDs within the array, and the experimental observed FWHM value from this 

ensemble of self-organized QD was typically found between 30-60 meV during PL study 

[Gru96]. One additional characteristics of PL of individual quantum dot is the temperature 

independence of the line width. This is due to the atomic like δ - function density of states in 

zero dimensional system, which prevent the thermal broadening of individual energy levels. 

This temperature independence of individual quantum dot linewidth was experimentally 

proven by Grundman et al [Gru95].  

The PL measurements on our samples were performed using a diode laser with wavelength of 

635 nm and power of 5 mW. The PL signal was dispersed by a SPEX 500M monochromator 

and detected by liquid nitrogen (LN2) cooled InGaAs detector. Figure 3.8 shows PL spectrum 

from MBE grown InAs QDs sample (#11441) at 300K. Moreover, this sample corresponds to 

island density around 2×1010/cm-2, so large ensembles of dots were excited by diode laser. 

The QD PL signal consists of three different peaks, which are attributed to transitions between 

electron and hole states with same quantum numbers and are named as E0, E1, E2, respectively 
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[Shc96]. In this case, E0 = 0.978 eV is the energy corresponding to ground state transitions, 

and E1 = 1.04 eV is the energy of the first excited state transitions due to recombination of an 

electron in the first excited state with a hole in first excited state. Similarly, E2 = 1.105 eV 

represents energy of second excited state transitions. The energy separation between ground 

and first excited states in the QD is about 62 meV for this sample, which is found to be almost 

the same for next energy level. The observation of equidistant transitions between electron 

and hole levels of same quantum number confirms the parabolic potential for our lens shaped 

QD. The FWHM for ground state transition is 35 meV which indicate less inhomogeneity in 

QDs size distribution. This broadening seems to be decreased in comparision with old-

artificial QDs fabrication techniques [BIm99]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 3.3: A typical PL spectrum from MBE grown InAs/GaAs quantum dot ensemble (sample#11441) at 
300K. Here, the transitions corresponding to discrete energy states of QD are designated by E0, E1 and E3. 

 

Therefore, one can say that experimentally determined PL data is a useful tool to explore the 

energy levels structure of InAs QDs. This optical method give a wealth of information but 

measure in general the conduction and valance band together. So the investigated QDs are in 

general electrical neutral. But, to estimate the information about conduction or valance band 

energy level structure separately, electrical methods are employed for example capacitance 
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voltage spectroscopy [Sch96]. Using these two methods, one can estimate the energy splitting 

between the ground and first excited quantum-dot state in the conduction and valance band, 

respectively.  
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– Chapter 4 – 
 

InAs quantum dots growth on focused ion beam 
patterned GaAs surface 

 

4.1 Basic Idea 

Being zero dimensional, quantum dots (QDs) have a sharper density of state than higher-

dimensional structures. As a result, they have superior transport and optical properties, and 

are being subject of intense research for their possible use as building blocks for future novel 

nanoelectronic devices such as single photon emitters or single turnstile devices [Mic00, 

Zre02]. However, ultimately, the success of all these applications will rely on control over 

position of individual QD or QD molecule. The InAs QDs, which grow by the Stranski-

Krastanow (SK) method, tend to cover the surface in a near-random fashion and show some 

preferences for nucleation at underlying step edges [Leo94b]. This random nucleation makes 

it difficult to address each individual self-assembled QD. Therefore, it is a big challenge to 

reproduce and exactly control the nucleation site of each individual QD. Many works show 

that an ex situ artificial pre-patterning to substrate provides a suitable template for selective 

positioning of InAs self-assembled QDs [Kit05, Atk06 or see chapter 1]. However, the 

concept of patterning through in situ process sequence was found to be more attractive from 

literature study and has been employed during the course of this study. In this chapter, a 

systematic study for the selective positioning of self-assembled InAs QDs employing a 

combination of focused ion beam (FIB) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) in-situ process 

will be presented.  

The growth details for the formation of positioned InAs QDs on patterned GaAs surface are 

listed in Section 4.2. This work comprise the usage of focused ion beams of Gallium (Ga+) 

and Indium (In+) ions to artificially pattern the MBE grown GaAs surface with shallow holes 

(also called ‘‘FIB spots’’) prior to QDs growth. Sections 4.3 summarize the influence of 

different thermal process sequences before QD growth and optimized parameters study to 

remove implantation damage in different dose ranges. Thereafter (in Section 4.4), the effect of 

the ion dose on structural properties of holes, employing In implantation, is studied in more 

elaborate way, followed by further investigations of site-selective growth of InAs QD with 

deposited InAs amount. Furthermore, an optimized template to enhance the control over QDs 
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occupancy at each patterned site is demonstrated and studied using Ga implanted spots in last 

section. Finally, under well optimized condition, positioning of a single InAs QD on Ga 

implanted patterned GaAs surface is presented.  

4.2 Experimental details 

Our approach is based on the in situ pattern design for ultrafine structure formation using FIB 

implantation technique. The samples used in this work were epitaxially grown by solid-source 

MBE. Prior to MBE growth the surface oxide on GaAs(100) substrate was removed under 

1×10-5 torr arsenic pressure at substrate temperature (Ts) of 660°C. The growth started with 

epitaxially grown 50 nm GaAs, followed by 40 periods of a 2 nm AlAs/2 nm GaAs 

superlattice. A 300 nm thick GaAs buffer layer was grown over the superlattice in order to 

smooth the surface while maintaining the substrate temperature constant at 600ºC during this 

process. The growth was interrupted after this step and the sample was transferred to the FIB 

system under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. An ORSAY FIB system with two different 

ion sources, Ga+ and In+, has been used to pattern a square array of FIB spots on GaAs, 

covering an area of 60×60 µm2 with different periodicities ranging from 0.5-2 µm. The whole 

pattern was written in a single stream using ELITHA software. In this work, a focused ion 

beam with energy 30 keV was employed for spot implantation, where exposure time of each 

spot determines the ion dose, ranging from 1×104 to 1×107 ions/spot. Moreover, the employed 

Ga+ and In+ ions have the properties of high sputter yield, small longitudinal ion range and 

electrically almost neutral in GaAs, which make them suitable for patterning on GaAs surface. 

The dose calculation for spot implantation is given in appendix B of this thesis. The design of 

implantation pattern used in this study is shown in figure 4.1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1 : Implantation Pattern
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After FIB implantation, the sample was again retransferred to the MBE system and growth 

was started either directly or an in situ annealing step was applied to remove the implantation 

damage from the crystal lattice. Furthermore, the in situ annealing step was performed with or 

without GaAs re-evaporation for a suitable temperature profile in arsenic ambiance. The re-

evaporated thickness of GaAs was estimated experimentally using RHEED study before 

doing any FIB-MBE process on GaAs(100) substrate. Following the annealing step, the 

substrate temperature was lowered to 525°C and InAs was deposited to form QDs. The 

nominal InAs coverage was varied between 1.4 to 2.1 ML to study its influence for QD 

growth on the patterned substrate. After the InAs QDs growth, the MBE process was 

terminated and sample was taken out and a square shaped mesa with size 40×40 µm2 for 

marking implantation pattern were prepared by wet chemical etching to study structural 

morphology of surface using ex-situ characterization techniques like scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM) or atomic force microscopy (AFM). A schematic of fabrication procedure, 

used in this work for selective positioning of InAs quantum dots is shown in Figure 4.2.  

 

 
Figure 4.2: Schematic of process sequence for growth of InAs QDs on patterned GaAs substrate: (a) Growing 

first part of layer sequence (i-GaAs) using MBE (b) FIB implantation to pattern GaAs surface (c) different in situ 

thermal process sequences before re-growth followed by growth of InAs dot layer. 

 

4.3 Thermal Processing before quantum dot growth 

In order to develop an optimized process for selective positioning of QDs on patterned 

surface, an idea of in situ annealing before QDs growth have been proposed. The motivation 

is that such an annealing steps can heal the implantation induced defects in the crystal which 

might affect the growth as well as quality of InAs quantum dots [Reu02, Reu03, Por06]. 

Based on this argument, three different process sequences before re-growth after FIB 

(a) (b) (c) 
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patterning are considered to grow samples #12227, #12229, and #12337 respectively. Growth 

details of these samples, with their deposition parameters are listed in Table 4.1. Before 

annealing sequence, Ga+ ion in the dose range from 1×104 to 1×107 ions/spot with periodicity 

ranging from 0.5-2 µm are implanted to pattern a 60×60 µm2 square array of FIB spots. Figure 

4.3 shows the SEM images for first sample with direct growth of quantum dots after FIB 

patterning at different doses. At low dose around 1×104 ions/spot, randomly distributed QDs 

signifying no influence of implanted ion at such dose, with QD density (4 ×109 cm-2) same as 

on unimplanted surface is observed. While with increase of dose beyond 3x104 ions/spot, 

cluster formation on the irradiated spot and random nucleation in between spots are observed, 

giving no signature of selective positioning of QDs. Figure 4.4 shows the SEM images for 

second sample employing an in situ annealing step without any GaAs re-evaporation at 

substrate temperature of 690°C for 160 sec, prior to InAs deposition. Same kind of random 

nucleation of InAs QDs can be seen clearly for low doses (Figure 4.4(a)). But with increase of  

 
Table 4.1: Different thermal process sequences before growth of InAs QDs 

 
dose, one clearly sees the formation of clusters on irradiated spot along with randomly 

distributed quantum dot in between them as shown in Figure 4.4 (b) and (c). This may be due 

to defect clusters, dislocation loops left even after annealing or selective etching of arsenic 

during the sputtering process. Also, it is well known that in ion beam implantation process, 

most of FIB spots roughly resemble a Gaussian ion distribution i.e. the intensity at the fringe 

(tail) of the beam is much smaller than that at the core (center region) [Tse05]. Thus it is not 

enough to sputter material from edge of implanted spot at high dose range, but enough to lead 

amorphization process at its side which induces substrate swelling and redeposition of 

Number Growth Details Growth Parameters 

 

1. #12227 

Direct InAs QDs growth after 

the FIB patterning without any 

in situ annealing  

1.8ML InAs @ Ts= 525°C   

 

 

2. #12229 

In situ annealing without any 

GaAs re-evaporation after FIB 

patterning followed by InAs QD 

1.8ML InAs @ Ts= 525°C  

Tanneal= 160 sec @ 690°C 

 
 

3. #12337 

In situ annealing with GaAs re-

evaporation after FIB patterning 

followed by InAs QD growth  

1.8ML InAs @ Ts= 525°C   

Tanneal= 20 sec @ 805°C 
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material. This swelling and redeposition of material at the edges of implanted spot is not 

completely cured even by in situ annealing without re-evaporation which might also affect the 

QD growth at FIB written area [Kam 03]. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.3: SEM images of InAs quantum dots grown on patterned GaAs (spots with 1µm pitch) 
without in situ annealing step for different doses: (a) at low dose of 1.2×104 ions/spot, (b) at high dose of 
3.2×105 ions/spot, (c) at high dose 2.7×106 ions/spot, and (d) at very high dose 1.0 ×107 ions/spot. 

 

Hence we can conclude that for no or moderate annealing, low doses are not sufficient for QD 

positioning although it does not create pronounced defects whereas higher ion doses leads to 

cluster formation at the irradiated spot. Same kind of dose dependence on QD growth is found 

from another piece of samples, #12229 and #12337, respectively, patterned with 2 µm pitch 

(not shown here). To induce proper positioning of QDs and to avoid swelling and redeposition 

of material from the edges of irradiated area, high annealing temperature with GaAs re-

evaporation were considered and discussed below. 

 

Clusters QDs 
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Figure 4.4: SEM images of InAs quantum dots grown on patterned GaAs (spots with 1µm pitch) using in situ
annealing step without GaAs re-evaporation for different doses: (a) at low dose of 1.3×104 ions/spot, (b) at high 
dose of 3.0 ×105ions/spot, and (c) at very high dose of 1.0 ×107 ions/spot. 

 

The SEM results for third sample employing an in situ annealing step at substrate temperature 

of 805ºC for 20 sec with 30-40 nm re-evaporation of GaAs before QD growth are shown in 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6, having 1 µm, 2 µm pitch of implantation pattern respectively. The re-

evaporated thickness exceeds the penetration depth of 30 keV implanted ions and most of 

modified area due to implantation is removed. The SEM study of sample #12337 shows no 

cluster formation over employed dose range and random nucleation of QDs instead of 

positioning for dose up to 2×104 ions/spot (see Fig. 4.5 (a) and 4.6 (a)) . However at higher 

doses, a kind of ordering of the InAs QDs appears around a large modified area without any 

cluster including QDs in un-implanted part. The dot seems to be arranging in rings of slightly 

elongated shape with lateral extension of 500 nm at dose of 3×105 ions/spot. This large 

modified area around implanted spot arises due to large re-evaporation thickness of GaAs 

which in turn is responsible for increase of dot occupancy per site. The QDs are thought to be  
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Figure 4.5: SEM images of InAs quantum dots grown on patterned GaAs (spots with 1µm pitch) using in situ 

annealing step with 30-40 nm re-evaporation of GaAs for different doses: (a) 1.3×104 ions/spot, (b) 3.0 ×105 

ions/spot, and (c) 8.5 ×106 ions/spot. 
 

nucleated preferentially at the edges of quite large modified area in this case. Also, the 

dimension of post-annealed spot (also named as ‘‘shallow hole’’) seems to be quite large as 

compared to un-annealed case. This is attributed to a strong material transport during the re-

evaporation step. In order to reduce this effect and obtain a smaller nucleation area, one has to 

control the re-evaporation thickness of GaAs. Therefore, several in situ annealing profiles for 

various GaAs re-evaporation thicknesses below 30-40 nm are tested and the best profile is 

obtained for 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs. 

Figure 4.7 shows SEM investigation for an another sample # 12328, employing an in situ 

annealing step with 3-5 nm GaAs re-evaporations at substrate temperature of 760ºC for 10 sec 

before QD growth. The QDs are grown using 1.8 ML deposition of InAs under same growth 

condition as described previously. For low doses, the random nucleation of dots over surface  
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Figure 4.6: SEM images of InAs quantum dots grown on patterned GaAs (spots with 2µm pitch) using in situ 
annealing step with 30-40 nm re-evaporation of GaAs for dose of (a) 1.3×104 ions/spot (b) 3.0 ×105 ions/spot. 
 

reveals once again no influence of implanted ion on QDs growth while, for dose above 3×104 

ions/spot, nucleation of QDs starts in and around the FIB spot along with possibility of having 

few QDs in between spots. Figure 4.7(a) shows the nucleation of approximately 50 QDs per 

FIB spot under this suitable dose range of 3.0×105, which appears to be distributed in an area 

of 300×500 nm2. Figure 4.7(b) shows increased number of QDs per FIB spot with dose. 

Similar selective growth of QDs is observed from another piece of same sample, implanted 

with 2 µm pitch as shown in Figure 4.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 SEM images of InAs quantum dots grown on patterned GaAs (spots with 1µm pitch) using in situ
annealing step with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs for dose of (a) 3.2×105 ions/spot (b) 4.4 ×106 ions/spot. 
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Based on the aforementioned observations, we can say that it is possible to control the 

positioning of InAs QDs on patterned surface using combination of FIB implantation and 

appropriate post annealing parameters. The best result is obtained for a sample employing an 

in situ annealing with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs without any cluster formation. For a 

suitable dose range of interest, one considers the shallow hole formation even after re-

evaporation, which will act as a nucleation center for QD formation. The quantitative SEM 

analysis from sample #12328 reveals large number of QDs on each implanted site but the 

complete suppression of these dots in flat area between FIB spot is not achieved so far. 

Therefore, to understand the formation mechanism of QDs and to find a well-optimized way 

toward single dot nucleation on each implanted spot, a detailed study of every step during and 

after ion implantation is required. Depending on this fact, structural analysis of FIB 

implantation before and after post implantation annealing are performed for suitable 

temperature profile by using two different ion sources, In+ and Ga+. These two employed ions 

have the properties of high sputter yield, small longitudinal ion range and electrically almost 

neutral in GaAs, which make them suitable for artificial patterning of GaAs surface. 

4.4 Indium implantation 

In order to understand the complex interaction behavior of In+ ion beam with GaAs surface, a 

30 keV FIB of In+ was applied to pattern array of spots with periodicity of 1-2 µm for the QD 

growth. Detailed studies of surface modifications due to In+ irradiation in the doses range 

Figure 4.8: SEM images of InAs quantum dots grown on patterned GaAs (spots with 2µm pitch) using in situ

annealing step with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs for dose of 3.0×105 ions/spot. 
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from 104 to 107 ions/spot and their influence on QD formation under different growth 

conditions are presented. 

4.4.1 Structural property of FIB implanted spot 

Two samples, #12384 and #12386, were subjected to In+ FIB-patterning. After FIB 

irradiation, an in situ annealing step with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs has been employed 

for sample #12386 while the other one did not undergo any thermal treatment. Then, ex situ 

AFM and SEM techniques were applied to investigate the structural properties of In+- 

irradiated spots. It was found that the FIB induces holes in the GaAs if a certain threshold 

dose is exceeded. A secondary electron image of such sputtered hole is shown in Figure 4.9 

From this image, the beam diameter (spot size) can be estimated to 90-100 nm for our 

experiment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Topographic and cross-sectional images of FIB spots on un-annealed sample for different 

doses are shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. At low doses, humps with an average 

height of 1 nm instead of holes are observed. This is generated due to the crystal damages 

from In implantation. Vacancies and interstitial atoms are created leading to amorphization 

and to a local volume enhancement resulting from the amorphization process. At higher dose 

of 2.2×105 ions/spot, the selective sputtering or etching effect take place and small central 

holes with pronounced ring shaped structure at its surroundings are formed on the surface as 

shown in Fig. 4.11 (b). This protruded ring structure may be the swelling of sample surface 

due to amorphization resulting from expected Gaussian beam profile of implanted beam 

[Tse04]. The sectional analysis study of such spot array reveals a central hole of around 1 nm 

along with bumps around its edges. Further increase of In+ dose to 1.7×106 ions/spot leads to 

deeper holes with depth ~ 2 nm and clearer rings.  

Therefore, from structural evolution with doses, one concludes that there are two distinct 

phenomena occurring sequentially during ion impact: crystal to amorphous transition and 

Figure 4.9: FIB secondary electron image of a hole 
produced by In+ irradiation on GaAs substrate using dwell 
time of 1 sec at a current 10 pA (6×107 ions/spot). 
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amorphous to sputtered transition. The In+ implanted FIB spot array on GaAs substrate leads 

to creation of nano-humps and an etched shallow hole along with swelling around its edges. 

Such swelling of rings due to amorphization and redeposited material during implantation 

might affect the growth of InAs quantum dots and lead to previously discussed cluster 

formation. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.10: AFM images showing square arrays of spot with 2µm pitch by FIB irradiation of In+ for different 
 range of doses (a) 2.1×104 ions/spot (b) 2.2×105 ions/spot (c) 1.7×106 ions/spot.  
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Cross-sectional analysis (using AFM) of implanted spot for different doses (a) 2.1×104 ions/spot (b) 
2.2×105 ions/spot (c) 1.0×106 ions/spot.  

 

Figure 4.12 shows the topography of second sample annealed at substrate temperature of 

760ºC for 10 sec under arsenic atmosphere, whereby 3-5 nm GaAs was re-evaporated. It is 

clear that the swelling ring structures are removed from the surface. However, the hole size is 

found to increase from ~ 100 nm to 300×600 nm2, which reveals change in shape of hole from 

circular to elliptical and become elongated more along [011] direction. This change in shape 

of hole is due to strong material transport in order to smooth the surface during re-

evaporation, which varies strongly with doses. The corresponding cross-sectional profiles of 

in situ annealed hole for two different doses are shown in Fig. 4.13. The observed profile has 

V-shaped cross-section, and it confirms the removal of swelling and redeposited material 

around the edges of such hole.  
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Figure 4.13: Cross-sectional analysis (from AFM Veeco system) of hole array by In+ FIB at dose of (a) 
3.7×104 ions/spot (b) 4.7×105 ions/spot.  

 

Furthermore, the sectional analysis of such holes gave information about its features, i.e., 

depth and diameter. The dose dependence of these features can be seen in Figure 4.14. The 

experimentally measured hole depth found to vary from 3 to 7.8 nm in the suitable dose 

range. But no signature of hole formation for dose up to 1.3× 104 ions/spot is also observed 

(see Fig. 4.14(a)). Moreover, the dependence of hole diameter with doses, along [0-11] and 

[011] directions, is found to be varied from 300 to 400 nm and 590 to 700 nm, respectively in 

Fig 4.14(b). So, one concludes that annealing has strong influence on changing the hole 

properties, which can help to tune the number of dot formation per site [Ish00, Por06]. This 

effect is discussed in the next sub-section. 

 

Figure 4.12: AFM image of In implanted spot array 
with 2 µm pitch under in situ annealing Step with 3-5 
nm re-evaporation for dose of 3.7×104 ions/spot. 
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4.4.2 InAs QDs growth on FIB patterned surface 

The study of InAs QDs formation on FIB patterned surface is demonstrated in this part of 

work. Using the same beam parameters like last grown sample (#12386), comprising of an in 

situ annealing step with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs after patterning, a new sample 

#12397 was grown in next step by depositing 1.8 MLs of InAs at substrate temperature of 

525°C. Figure 4.15 shows SEM images of QDs formed on patterned surface with different In 

doses. For low dose of 1.3×104 ions/spot, no trace of FIB spot is observed and QDs are 

formed randomly on the surface. Selective positioning of QDs and traces of the FIB spots are 

observed for higher doses. The most important observation from SEM study is that there are 

very few QDs formed between the patterned spot at higher doses. Moreover, the average 

number of QDs per hole is quite large and found to be dose dependent which can be observed 

from Fig.4.15 (b)– (d).  

According to Kiravittaya and co-workers, the deposited InAs amount is an other important 

parameter to tune the number of QDs on a patterned surface [Kir04]. Based on this, we also 

investigated the dependence of QDs per FIB spot as a function of deposited InAs amount. 

Two samples, #12391 and #12400 were grown by depositing InAs amount for the nominal 

thickness between 1.59 and 1.4 ML respectively, to study the evolution of QDs per hole and 

to compare their formation mechanism on patterned surface. Figure 4.16 shows SEM images 

of In implanted post-annealed FIB patterned surface after the depositing of 1.59 ML of InAs. 

For the lowest dose of 1.6×104 ions/spot, almost flat surface without any QD is observed. But, 

with increase of dose, selective nucleation of QDs on shallow hole starts along with complete  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.14: Dose dependence of In implanted in situ annealed hole for its (a) depth and (b) diameter.  
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suppression of QD in between, shown in Fig. 4.16 (b). Almost around 4-10 QDs per hole are 

nucleated for dose of 7.0×104 ions/spot. We ascribe the formation of QDs in the holes to the 

accumulation of In adatoms in the patterned hole due to its long diffusion length, which 

results in decreased InAs thickness on flat surface than in holes and gives rise to preferential 

nucleation of dot on holes [Ish00, Ger02, Atk06]. Besides, the average number of QD per hole 

is again found to be varying with doses (see Figure 4.17). At a high dose of 1.6×106 ions/spot, 

this number increases to 40. It may be due to variation in hole size with dose that gives rise to 

increased number of steps with in each hole, and hence provides multiple preferred nucleation 

sites for more QD formation. The average diameter of QDs is measured around 38 nm along 

with 4 nm in height using AFM. The second sample#12400 reveals no signature of QDs 

formation but only 2D InAs wetting layer over the whole employed dose range as shown in 

Figure 4.18. This implies that there exists certain limit for deposited InAs amount to onset of 

QD nucleation.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                      

 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15: SEM images of InAs QDs grown on FIB patterned GaAs surface with 1.8 ML of InAs deposition for 
different doses (a) 1.3×104 ions/spot (b) 6.6×104 ions/spot (c) 2.3×105 ions/spot (d) 1.3×106 ions/spot. 

[011] 
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Figure 4.16: SEM images on an array of FIB spot after depositing 1.59 ML of InAs for dose of (a) 1.4×104 

ions/spot (b) 7.0×104 ions/spot.  
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Figure 4.18: SEM image after deposition of 1.4 ML of InAs on patterned surface for dose of 2.7×105 ions/spot.

Figure 4.17: Average number of QDs per hole as a function of doses for sample #12391. 
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In conclusion, detailed study of structural properties of indium implanted FIB spot, before and 

after in situ annealing helps in understanding the formation mechanism of self- assembled 

InAs QD. By properly optimizing the FIB-MBE process, one can successfully position QDs 

on FIB spot without having any QD in between for this case. The QD number per hole on 

average is found to be more than one for the best sample. This number strongly depends on 

ion doses which is mainly due to variation in hole properties. In order to further tune the 

average number of QDs in a hole, further optimization of hole features is required. This can 

be achieved by optimizing the FIB spot before patterning. But, the experimental observations 

using indium implantation reveals that the diameter of FIB spot cannot be reduced below 90 

nm. To further optimize this parameter, Ga implantation is employed due to its small sputter 

yield, high penetration depth and the smaller mass as compared with In. 

4.5 Gallium implantation 

4.5.1 Optimization of FIB implanted spot 

The influence of gallium irradiation performed on MBE grown GaAs surface is presented in 

this part. A 30 keV FIB of Ga+, whose diameter can be limited below 100 nm was applied to 

pattern arrays of holes with different doses for our study. Fig 4.19 shows the FIB secondary 

electron image of a sputtered hole after Ga+ irradiation on GaAs substrate with its diameter 

estimated to be around 50-60 nm. 

 

 

Using same beam parameters, a 60x60 µm2 square array with periodicity 1-2 µm was 

implanted in the doses range of 104 to 107 ions/spot on sample #12665. Figure 4.20 shows 

SEM images of FIB implanted spot array with different periodicity on GaAs(100) substrate 

for dose of 3×105 ions/spot. One observes a quite homogeneous spot size distribution 

(diameter ~ 63 nm) for this sample. The influence of implanted ion on topography of sample  

Figure 4.19: FIB secondary electron image of a hole produced 
after Ga+ irradiation on GaAs substrate using dwell time of 1 sec at 
a current 10 pA (6×107 ions/spot). 
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Figure 4.20: SEM images of Ga+-implanted FIB spot arrays employing an implantation dose of 3×105 ions/spot 
with (a) 1 µm and (b) 2 µm pitch. 
 

surface with doses can be clearly observed in Fig. 4.21, which reveals same surface features 

as the In irradiated spot. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure 4.21: AFM images of Ga+-implanted spot array with 1 µm peridicity for different range of doses, (a) 
2.1×104 ions/spot, (b) 2.2×105 ions/spot, (c) 7.7×105 ions/spot, and (d) 3.7×106 ions/spot. 
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Utilizing the same beam parameters, an another sample #12667 was in situ annealed with the 

3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs after FIB patterning and its topographic features are inspected 

by AFM. The shape of annealed hole seems to be elongated along [011] direction in Figure 

4.22, but the extent of elongation is found to be less than that in case of In implantation. The 

experimentally measured hole features using AFM under various doses are shown in Figure 

4.23. For low dose up to 3× 104 ions/spot, no signature of the hole formation is observed. But  

 

 
Figure 4.23: Dose dependence of Ga-implanted in situ annealed hole for its (a) depth and (b) diameter. 

at higher doses, the hole has V-shaped cross-section without having any swelling around its 

edges. The depth of hole is found to be varied between 2-5 nm over suitable dose range (see 

Fig. 4.23 (a)). Moreover, the diameter of shallow holes, along [0-11] and [011] directions 

varies from 160 to 250 nm and 320 to 420 nm, respectively, with dose as shown in Figure 

4.23 (b). This variation in hole features are almost half of the size as that of the In-irradiated 

spots. 

Figure 4.22: AFM images of an in situ 
annealed Ga+-implanted spot arrays with 1 µm 
periodicity for a dose of 7.7×105 ions/spot. 
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Based on these observation we can conclude that Ga implantation followed by an in situ 

annealing step helps further in reducing the hole size and depth, which in turn are essential 

parameters for deciding the concentration of QDs per hole.  

4.5.2 Selectively grown InAs quantum dots 

After fabricating an optimized template using FIB of Ga+ followed by annealing, the selective 

positioning of InAs quantum dots on patterned surface are demonstrated in this part of work. 

As a first step, the influence of deposited InAs amount on such template is studied by growing 

series of samples. The InAs deposition was carried out at substrate temperature of 525°C 

along with nominal InAs coverage variation between 1.4 to 2.1 MLs, in order to study the 

mechanism for evaluation of number of QDs per holes. The reason for consideration of 

smaller InAs amount below critical thickness of QD formation on unpatterned surface is due 

to earlier formation mechanism of QDs on patterned holes, as reported in case of In implanted 

samples. Figure 4.24 shows SEM images of selectively grown InAs QDs on FIB patterned 

surface for three different samples employing different InAs coverage, at dose of 2.5×105 

ions/spot. The decrease of InAs amount below 1.7 ML results in complete suppression of dots 

on flat area between patterned shallow holes. The variation of average number of QDs per 

hole as a function of InAs amount for Ga dose 2.5×105 ions/spot is also analyzed and shown 

in Fig. 4.25. For 1.4 ML InAs, no QD formation is observed over the whole surface. At 1.53 

ML, onset of QD nucleation on the holes without having any dot formation in between holes 

takes place. Up to 1.7 ML, the QD formation between the holes is suppressed whereas for 

larger InAs coverages, QDs also formed on flat region between holes. The average number of 

dots per holes is found to increase with coverage. Only for 1.53 ML, single QD occupancy is 

the dominant case, while, for higher coverages, more than one QD per FIB spot is observed. 

Therefore, the optimization of deposited InAs amount on FIB patterned surface plays an 

important role for tuning the QD occupancy in shallow holes. To study the distribution of 

number of QDs per hole with doses for a constant InAs amount, sample #12670 with 1.53 ML 

of InAs deposition on FIB patterned surface is considered. The dot occupancy statistics for 

different doses can be seen from Fig. 4.26. For the lowest dose (3.4×104 ions/spot) only few 

sites contain a QD and most sites are empty. As the dose increases, not only the desired single 

QD occupancy increases but also the probability of the unwanted multiple QD occupancy. 

The optimum dose is around 2.5х105 ions/spot, where a single QD is formed in the shallow 

hole with more than 50 % probability. The dose dependence of QD occupancy is rather strong 

and this may be due to the variation in shape of the FIB induced hole with doses and 
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subsequent annealing. Such variation of QD occupancy per hole by increasing InAs amount 

or by increasing size of patterned hole is reported recently [Atk06]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.24: SEM images of Ga+-implanted square arrays of spot with 1 µm pitch for different InAs coverages, 
(a) 1.8 ML, (b) 1.7 ML, and (c) 1.59 ML at dose of 2.5×105 ions/spot. 

Figure 4.25: Average number of quantum dots per FIB spot as a function of the nominal InAs coverage for a
spot dose of 2.5×105 ions/spot. 
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Based on above mentioned results, one concludes that to realize site-selective growth of InAs 

QDs using patterned substrate, it is important to control precisely the deposited In amount as 

well as to define the small holes. The SEM mages of selectively grown InAs QDs for different  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.26: Dot occupancy statistics for different doses at 1.53 ML InAs coverage. 
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Figure 4.27: SEM images of selectively grown InAs QDs on patterned sample with 1.53 ML deposition for
doses, (a) 8.7×104 ions/spot, and (b) 2.5×105 ions/spot. 
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dose range (sample #12670) is shown in Fig. 4.27. The analysis of these SEM pictures reveals 

some sites with single QDs, while other contain a pair of closely spaced quantum dots and 

some contain no dots. An AFM image of InAs single QD array on patterned surface using 

1.53 ML InAs deposition is shown in Fig. 4.28. The average dot size is found to be 5 nm in 

height and 40 nm in diameter. These values are comparable to QD grown on unpatterned 

substrate. This implies the resulting shape of QDs on patterned surface points toward good 

quality growth.  

In this work, following model to account for above experimental observations has been 

proposed: The shallow holes induced by the FIB implantation create sites with lower chemical 

potential than the plane surface [Ger02]. This gradient is the driving force for In diffusion 

towards the holes with a diffusion length that can easily exceed 1 µm [Ger02, Ish00]. Due to 

the In diffusion, the critical thickness for QD formation is reached first in the holes, i.e., QDs 

are even formed if the deposited In amount is below the critical thickness for the planar 

surface is not yet reached. As a result, if the right amount of In is deposited, QDs are only 

formed in the holes. If the threshold for QD formation in hole is just exceeded, only one QD 

is formed because the material amount is not sufficient for a second QD. With increasing In 

amount, two or more QDs are formed. The ion dose dependence of QDs per hole for constant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.28: AFM image of positioned quantum dot array structure with 1 µm periodicity for an implantation 
dose of 2.5×105 ions/spot. 
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In coverage is probably due to a change in the hole geometry resulting in an increased 

gradient in the chemical potential. The QD number per hole shows some statistical variations 

because there are some variation in hole shape and the corresponding chemical potential 

gradient with dose. Therefore, selective positioning of single self-organized QD can be well-

achieved with Ga+ FIB patterning and optimized growth conditions, which is further useful 

for future device applications. 

4.6 Conclusions 

In summary, a successful pathway to realize site-selective growth of InAs QDs on patterned 

GaAs surface using FIB implantation of In and Ga ions, respectively, has been demonstrated. 

Among these focused beam of implanted ions, the patterning of GaAs(001) substrate 

employing Ga+ ion is more promising for creating small sized array of spots because of its 

smaller sputtering yield, higher penetration depth and smaller mass compared to In. This 

artificial patterning of MBE grown GaAs layers with shallow holes using FIB (of Ga+) 

process and annealing with 3-5 nm re-evaporation prior to regrowth provide a suitable 

template for site-selective, self-organized growth of InAs QDs. The measurements of these 

shallow hole features prior re-growth are used as an empirical indicator for dot occupancy in 

this work. Also, the deposited InAs amount serves as another critical parameter for tuning the 

number of QDs per hole. The onset of QD nucleation on patterned surface is found below the 

critical thickness required for QDs growth on un-patterned surface. By controlling these two 

important parameters, InAs amount and hole features followed by post-implantation 

annealing, the selective positioning of InAs QDs is successfully demonstrated in this work. 

Under well optimized conditions, 52% single dot occupancy on an array of FIB spots  or 

shallow holes have been achieved while completely suppressing QDs growth in between 

holes. Therefore, the usage of FIB patterning before QDs growth is a viable technique for 

controlling the position of single or pairs of InAs QDs, which provide a template for future 

realization of devices based on single QDs and is an exciting prospect for several areas in 

science and technology.  
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– Chapter 5 – 
 

Optical properties of quantum dots on FIB 
patterned surface 

 
 

5.1 Introduction 

The three dimensional confinement of carriers or excitons in nanometer sized semiconductor 

quantum dots (QDs) leads to many interesting phenomena, such as discrete energy structure, 

δ- function like density of states and high optical nonlinearity. These characteristics properties 

of semiconductor QDs have attracted an enormous amount of interest for opto-electronic 

device applications and show strong potential for single photon emitter device [Ben06]. From 

the view point of fundamental physics, understanding the electronic properties of 

semiconductor QDs with optical measurement techniques is an important subject of study and 

has been attracted considerable experimental and theoretical interests over the past decade 

[Gru 95, Mar94, and Bim99]. However, in order to explore the potential nano-optoelectronic 

devices based on self-organized quantum dot engineering, a selective control over dots 

position is required. For this purpose, artificial patterning of MBE grown GaAs(100) layers 

with shallow holes with FIB implantation before QD growth have been exploited and 

successfully demonstrated in the previous chapter. A quantitative structural analysis of FIB 

patterned surfaces reveal a well optimized template for selective positioning of InAs QDs 

employing Ga+ focused ion beam. Finally, under suitable growth conditions, positioning of 

single QDs in shallow hole with more than 50 % probability without having QDs in between 

has been profitably achieved along with their the structural features point toward their good 

quality. However, for such selectively grown QDs being suitable for photonic applications, 

one has to prove their optical quality which is the main focus of our concern in this part of 

work. The photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, which provides information on energy 

states as well as crystal quality of QDs, has been employed for this purpose as an optical 

characterization tool.  

This chapter deals with optical properties study of MBE grown InAs QDs on FIB patterned 

surface. A focused ion beam of Ga+ ion was employed to pattern GaAs buffer layers in two 

different ways either homogeneous implanted or in the form of square array of FIB spots. 

Initially, the PL results corresponding to homogeneously FIB implanted GaAs surfaces 
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undergoing three different types of process sequences prior to QD re-growth along with their 

experimental details are discussed in section 5.2. The section 5.3 is concerning the 

comparative study of these PL results with the results for InAs QDs grown under same 

condition on FIB implanted spot. Furthermore, under suitable FIB-MBE growth procedure, 

the optical properties of selectively positioned InAs QDs on FIB patterned GaAs surface are 

studied at different excitation power and different doses. Finally, the key results of the PL 

measurements are summarized in section 5.4. 

5.2 InAs QDs on homogeneously patterned GaAs surface 

The main objective of our investigations is to develop an optimized process suitable for the 

growth of good optical quality InAs QDs by combination of in situ MBE and FIB system. 

Three different kinds of samples undergoing different process sequences on FIB patterned 

surface prior to QDs re-growth were considered in this series, and their optical quality 

assessed by investigating emission properties with PL measurements. Following procedure 

has been employed to grow self-organized QDs for photoluminescence study: Sample 

consisting of a 50 nm GaAs layer, 40 periods of a 2 nm AlAs/2 nm GaAs superlattice, 

followed by 300 nm GaAs buffer layer was grown on GaAs(100) substrates at 600°C by 

solid-source MBE. After the growth, the sample was immediately transferred under ultra high 

vacuum (UHV) conditions to an FIB system. A 30 keV FIB of Ga+ was employed to pattern a 

homogeneously implanted square with 60×60 µm2 area. The employed ion dose ranges from 

1×1012 to 5×1016 cm-2. After implantation, the sample was re-transferred to the MBE system 

and growth was started either directly (sample #12221) or an in situ annealing step was 

performed to remove FIB-induced defects from the crystal lattice. The in situ annealing was 

performed either without any GaAs re-evaporation or with re-evaporation, as mentioned in 

table 4.1 of previous chapter. Two samples #12228 and #12335, were considered for growth 

which undergo above post-implantation annealing step prior to any re-growth. The substrate 

temperature of sample was further lowered to 525°C and InAs corresponding to nominal 

coverage of 1.8 monolayers (ML) was deposited, which results in the formation of InAs QDs. 

After growth process, the QDs were covered with 8 nm GaAs by lowering the substrate 

temperature to 515°C. Then, the substrate temperature was again raised to 600°C and a 22 nm 

thick GaAs layer was grown, followed by 34 periods of a 3 nm AlAs/1 nm GaAs superlattice. 

The whole layer sequence was terminated with a 10 nm GaAs cap layer. The schematic of 

FIB-MBE process sequence is shown below in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of process sequence for growth of InAs QDs on FIB patterned substrate (a) Growing first 
part of layer sequence (b) Homogeneously implanted FIB pattern on GaAs surface (c) different process sequence 
after patterning followed by InAs QD growth and cap layer. 

 

After the MBE process, the sample was cut in to pieces of 5×5 mm2 for fabrication of square 

shaped van-der Pauw (VDP) mesas with size 40×40 µm2 for marking the implantation pattern 

by photolithography and wet chemical etching steps. Then, Au metal was evaporated on mesa 

contacts in order to conceal the optical excitation from this portion because the grown QDs 

were nucleated randomly all over the sample surface, i.e., on implanted as well as 

unimplanted portion. A photograph of Au evaporated contacts along with central active area 

is shown in Figure 5.2.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: Photograph of a VDP mesa with Au evaporated contacts of a sample used for optical measurement, 
where the arrow indicates area of interest for optical study. 

 
The PL measurements were performed using a diode laser with wavelength 635 nm, 3 mW 

excitation power having spot diameter of about 60 µm on sample surface. The detail about PL 

set up and measuring unit can be found in Chapter 2. Figure 5.3 shows PL emission spectra 
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from InAs QDs grown on an un-annealed FIB patterned surface at 300K. For comparison, PL 

data from unimplanted portion of same sample is measured and shown. 
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Figure 5.3: Photoluminescence spectra for InAs QDs on uniformly FIB patterned GaAs surface with various 
doses at 300K. 

 

A catastrophic decrease of PL intensity from resulting InAs QDs on FIB patterned surface for 

employed dose range is observed. At lowest dose (4.4×1012 cm-2), a very weak PL signal 

(decreased by a factor of 10) can be clearly seen. Also, with increase of doses further 

reduction in PL intensity is found and vanishes completely after dose of 1.4×1015 cm-2. To 

understand these PL results, another sample using same growth condition but without cap 

layer was grown for comparative surface study. SEM investigation from InAs QDs for the 

relevant implantation doses shows no significant differences between low dose implantation 

(up to 6.1×1013 cm-2) and completely unimplanted area, i.e. random nucleation of QDs is 

found in both cases, which cannot explain the reason for decreased PL intensity even for low 

dose (from Fig. 5.4). However, the small degradation in crystal quality of GaAs surface could 

be the possible reason, since ion beam induces surface damage in the form of vacancies or 

interstitial, which likely does influence the nucleation of QDs and hence reduce the quality of 

InAs QDs. For doses equal or higher than 4.6×1014 cm-2, the cluster formation in place of 

quantum dots is observed using SEM study (see Fig. 5.4). Moreover, it was found previously 
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that the evolution of Ga dose (from low to high dose range) on GaAs surface results in two 

distinct phenomena occurring sequentially: crystal to amorphous transitions and amorphous to 

sputter material transition. For high doses, Ga irradiation leads to decomposition of GaAs and 

selective etching or sputtering of arsenic due to local energy injection by the gallium ion, 

which affects the growth as well as quality of InAs QDs. Also, the GaAs surface becomes 

rougher with increase of doses of employed ion beam which can also influence the quality of 

resulting dots in terms of increase of probability of having non-radiative recombination 

centers. So the FIB patterning of GaAs buffer layers under these conditions results in 

topographic alteration, which further influences the nucleation of InAs QDs. This could 

explain the observed decrease in PL intensity at higher doses and the reason for almost no PL 

signal from QDs for dose above 1.4×1015 cm-2. Therefore, presence of implantation induced 

defects, surface roughening, topographic changes and cluster formation instead of InAs QDs 

on patterned GaAs surface after InAs deposition results in poor optical quality of InAs QDs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5.4: SEM images of uncapped reference sample for various doses: (a) 1.5×1013 cm2, (b) 4.6×1014 cm-2,  

(c) 1.4×1015 cm-2, and (d) 8.5×1015 cm-2. 

 

Figure 5.5 shows the PL spectra of resulting InAs QDs from sample #12228 comprising of an 

in situ annealing step (690°C for 160 sec) without any GaAs re-evaporation before QD 

growth for various doses. It can be seen that even for the lowest dose (2.8×1012 cm-2), the PL 

intensity decreases significantly in comparison with unimplanted portion of the same sample. 
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However, PL data shows transitions corresponding to ground state and first excited state of 

InAs QDs at lower doses, it confirms the presence of non-radiative recombination centers. 

With increase of doses, the PL intensity decreases further more and only the transitions 

corresponding to ground state transition of QDs can be seen. Finally, for dose above 1.5×1015 

cm-2, the PL intensity vanishes completely. For comparative surface investigation, an 

uncapped reference sample was grown using same growth condition like sample #12228. 

From SEM study, random nucleation of QDs is observed like last sample for low doses, 

while, for doses above 7×1013 cm-2, cluster along with InAs QDs formation on patterned 

surface is found again. Therefore, the observed decrease in PL intensity at higher doses is 

confirmed by SEM investigation. The decreased PL intensity at low doses (up to 5×1013 cm-2) 

may be due to presence of implantation-induced defect and dislocation loops left even after 

annealing.  
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Figure 5.5: Photoluminescence spectra for InAs QDs on homogeneously FIB patterned GaAs surface with 
various doses at 300K. An in situ annealing step of 160 sec at 690°C was applied prior to QD growth. 

 

Based on above results, one can say that, for no or moderate annealing, the resulting quantum 

dots on FIB patterned surface exhibit poor optical quality. Hence, it is desirable to employ 

higher annealing temperature after Gallium implantation in order to remove the implantation 

induced damage and to avoid cluster formation more effectively. For such purpose, another 
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sample #12335 using an in situ annealing step (20 sec at 805°C) corresponding to the re-

evaporation of 30-40 nm GaAs is grown for optical study. The chosen excessive re-

evaporated thickness in this case exceeds the penetration depth of implanted 30 keV Ga+ ion 

such that most of modified area due to implantation is removed after this step. The PL 

spectrum from resulting InAs QDs with various doses is shown in Figure 5.6. For lower 

doses, higher PL intensity can be clearly seen in comparison to last two cases. For the lowest 

dose (1.4×1012 cm-2), the PL intensity is almost comparable to unimplanted area, where the 

peak position shows very slight blue shift than unimplanted case. With further increase of 

doses, PL intensity decreases along with decreased energy shift. For the dose around 2.4×1014 

cm-2, we observe PL transitions with unchanged peak position, i.e. without any shift compared 

to un-implanted case. Furthermore, for dose around 4.1×1015 cm-2, PL intensity decreases 

strongly and it vanishes completely above dose of 6×1016 cm-2 for this sample. The SEM 

analysis of an uncapped sample grown under same condition for comparative study found no  

 

Figure 5.6: Photoluminescence spectra for InAs QDs grown on Ga patterned GaAs surface with various doses at 
300K. An in situ annealing step of 20 sec at 805°C was applied prior to QD growth. 

 

cluster formation with increase of implantation doses. For low dose (up to 1.2×1014 cm-2), 

random distribution of InAs QDs with no significant difference in QDs shape between the 

growth on implanted and unimplanted area was found, which explains their good optical 

quality. During re-evaporation step, a strong diffusion of material that can influence the 
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nucleation of QDs and might be responsible for decreased PL intensity in our case. However, 

for higher doses, the quality of surface decreases with increase of dose, which might explain 

our results of decreased PL intensity. Therefore, one can conclude that an in situ annealing 

along with 30-40 nm re-evaporation of GaAs play a vital role in improving the quality of InAs 

QDs on FIB irradiated surface. Though, the large re-evaporated thickness of GaAs from FIB 

patterned surface results in strong material transport during annealing. This material transport 

leads to large modified area in place of implantation site and hence cannot used for fabricating 

small sized pattern in nanoscale regime, which is required for selectively grown QDs 

application as discussed in previous chapter.  

Based on this argument, another sample #12798 consisting of in situ annealing step 

employing less GaAs re-evaporation was grown in this respect. For this sample, an in situ 

annealing step (10 sec at 760°C) under suitable arsenic atmosphere corresponding to 3-5 nm 

evaporation of GaAs was employed. Figure 5.7 shows PL spectra for resulting InAs quantum 

Figure 5.7: Photoluminescence spectra for InAs QDs grown on Ga patterned GaAs surface with various doses at 
77K. An in situ annealing step of 10 sec at 760°C was applied prior to QD growth. 

 

dots for various Ga+ doses at 77K. Optical transitions up to dose of 5×1016 cm-2 are clearly 

observable having unchanged peak positions in comparison to unimplanted area. We think 

that annealing at high temperatures leads to proper healing of irradiation defects, removal of 

substrate swelling (at most ~1 nm for dose of 3.4×1014 cm-2) and re-deposited material for 
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higher doses. These processes occurring before InAs deposition explains the good optical 

properties of InAs QDs on less re-evaporated, GaAs patterned surface. However, decrease of 

PL intensity with increase of doses is again observed from this sample, which may be due to 

decreased surface quality with doses. So one can say that, it is possible to grow optical active 

QDs on post-annealed Ga-implanted GaAs surface under suitable dose range. Based on these 

results, our next step is to make PL investigations from selectively nucleated InAs quantum 

dots, for which combination of FIB-MBE process is again employed and discussed below in 

next section. 

5.3 InAs QDs on spot implanted GaAs surface 

First part of this section consider the comparative study of optical properties of InAs quantum 

dots growth on FIB implanted spot and on homogeneously implanted surface. For this 

purpose, three different samples with InAs QD growth on spot implanted GaAs surface using 

FIB undergoing different thermal processes prior to QD growth are considered as described in 

last section. For this case, a 30 keV FIB of Ga+ have been employed to pattern a 60×60 µm2 

square array of spots on GaAs surface in the dose range from 103-107 ions/spot. Using the 

same experimental procedure like previously grown spot implanted samples (see section 4.3) 

undergoing appropriate process sequences prior to QD growth, the deposition of InAs 

corresponding to nominal thickness of 1.8 ML was done. Thereafter, the growth of 30 nm 

GaAs, 34 nm periods of a 3 nm AlAs/1 nm GaAs superlattice and a 10 nm cap layer under 

same growth condition was done in the same way as explained in Section 5.2. The areal doses 

using FIB diameter of around 90 nm were calculated in order to compare PL data with 

homogeneously patterned sample. Figure 5.8 shows the comparison of ground state 

normalized PL intensity of InAs QDs on FIB patterned surfaces under three different process 

sequences as a function of doses. The PL maxima corresponding to ground state of resulting 

InAs QDs on patterned surface are normalized with ground state maxima of QDs on 

unimplanted piece of each sample. For all three samples, the PL intensity of InAs QDs on FIB 

patterned spots is found to be more than on homogeneously implanted GaAs surface. We 

think that the total PL intensity of FIB patterned QD samples result from combination of PL 

signal from QDs on implanted spots and on unimplanted region in between FIB spots. This 

makes less degradation of GaAs surface in comparison with homogenously implanted surface. 

However with decrease of periodicity of implanted spots e.g. 0.5 µm, the crystal quality of 

GaAs surface is more degraded as compared with 1.0 µm periodicity and this is due to the 

increased implantation induced defects and the decreased un-patterned surface in between FIB  
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Figure 5.8: Dose dependence of normalized ground state PL intensity of InAs quantum dots grown on three 
different FIB patterned surfaces employing different thermal process steps prior to quantum dot growth at 300K: 
(a) without any in situ annealing step, (b) in situ annealing step without GaAs re-evaporation (10 sec at 690°C) , 
and (c) in situ annealing step with 30-40 nm GaAs re-evaporation (20 sec at 805°C). 

 

spots. Furthermore, PL data shows a decrease of normalized intensity with increase of doses. 

Considering the case of 1 µm periodicity, the intensity is found to decrease stronger with 

increase of dose than that of direct implanted surface (see Fig. 5.8(a)). This decrease may be 

due to implantation induced defects and cluster formation with increase of doses as observed 

during SEM investigation of sample #12227 in previous chapter. However, the normalized PL 

intensity improves for second sample undergoing an in situ annealing step shown in Fig. 

5.8(b). In this case, the annealing of FIB-patterned surface without any GaAs re-evaporation 

does not remove implantation defects completely. Moreover, the SEM analysis of 

comparative sample #12229 (in section 4.3) reveals cluster formation along with InAs QDs 

even after annealing on patterned GaAs surface. For QD sample employing an in situ 

annealing step with 30-40 nm re-evaporation of GaAs prior to their growth, almost same 

normalized PL intensity from InAs QDs on patterned surface with 1.0 µm periodicity for dose 

up to 1×1015/cm-2 can be clearly seen, as shown in Fig. 5.8(c). The observed PL intensity in 
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this case is found to be more as compared with other two cases, which is due to healing of 

implantation induced defects more effectively. Also, the SEM investigation of an uncapped 

Sample #12337 (in Section 4.3) shows no cluster formation over surface even for higher dose 

range.  

Based on these observations, one concludes that, for well optimized condition, it is feasible to 

grow good optical quality InAs QDs on spot implanted GaAs surface. However, the employed 

InAs amount for PL investigated samples corresponds to large QD density (4×109 cm-2), 

which results in nucleation of InAs QDs on FIB implanted spot as well as their random 

arrangement in between spots. In order to further suppress the QDs formation completely in 

between FIB written spots, the thickness of InAs layers must be controlled since FIB 

patterning does have a pronounced effect on the heteroepitaxial growth of strained layers 

[Mck07]. By apparent reduction in critical thickness of deposited InAs amount below 1.7 ML, 

the QDs can be forced to nucleate only at specific location (see Chapter – 4). Therefore, next 

part of this work considers the PL study of selectively positioned InAs QDs . 

To check the optical quality of the positioned InAs QDs by PL measurements, the QD 

are capped using same growth parameters and layer sequence as described in beginning of 

Section 5.2. A new sample #12763 comprising of an in situ annealing step (10 sec at 760°C) 

with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs on spot implantated GaAs surface has been prepared for 

this purpose. The employed dose for this experiment ranges from 1×104 to 1×107 ions/spot 

and InAs amount corrossponding to nominal coverage of 1.59 ML was used. Fig. 5.9 shows 

the final layer sequence of capped InAs QDs used for optical study.  

 

 

Figure 5.9: Schematic layer sequence of selectively grown InAs QDs for optical study. 
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For PL study, a diode laser (635 nm) as an excitation source, focused down to a spot diameter 

of about 30 µm was used in this case. The measurements on samples were performed at 77K. 

Figure 5.10 shows evolution of PL intensity for various doses at laser excitation power of 

3mW. The PL intensity is found to be increase with implantation dose. The process 

parameters used for this experiment result in an average of three to five QDs per spot for 

suitable dose range is verified using SEM investigation on an uncapped reference sample 

#12764. The SEM images from reference sample at various doses are shown in Fig. 5.11. At 

lowest dose around 1.1×104 ions/spot, we observe no formation of QDs since employed InAs 

amount is below the critical thickness required for QD growth on flat surface. However, 

selective nucleation of InAs QDs can be clearly seen with increase of doses. For dose of 

1.5×104 ions/spot, a weak PL signal can be seen, which is due to presence of large number of 

vacant sites instead of QD occupied sites. But for higher doses the PL intensity increases, 

which is due to increase of probability of QD occupancy at each implanted site with doses. 

Moreover, well resolved interband transitions of up to five excited states are observed from 

dose of 4.4×104 ions/spot. A PL line width of ~38 meV for the ground state and an energy 

separation of 50 meV to the first excited state are determined from multiGaussian fits. The 

higher excited states may be due to rather high excitation power per QD.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.10: Photoluminescence spectra of GaAs-capped positioned dots at 77K for various doses. The laser 
excitation power is 3 mW and assignment of the PL peaks to ground state (GS) and excited states (EXn; n=1-5) 
is indicated on individual peaks. 
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Figure 5.11: SEM images of sample #12764 after depositing 1.59 ML of InAs amount on 3-5 nm re-evaporated 

spot implanted GaAs surface for various doses: (a) 1.1×104 ions/spot, (b) 8.4×104 ions/spot, and (c) 7.7×105 

ions/spot. 

In order to explain the state-filling phenomenon of higher states, power dependent PL 

measurements were performed, where excitation power of laser can be varied using neutral 

glass filters. Figure 5.12 presents the evolution of PL spectra with excitation power Pexc for an 

implantation dose of 4.4×104 ions/spot. Considering the SEM investigation of reference 

sample at this dose, we found low areal QD density (3×108 cm-2), with an average QD 

occupancy around three per spot. These investigations notify that approximately 2700 QDs 

are excited at dose of 4.4×104 ions/spot.  

 

Figure 5.12: PL spectra of positioned InAs quantum dots for an implantation dose of 4.4×104 ions/spot (1.59 
ML InAs) at different excitation power, from bottom to top: 0.08, 0.3, 3 mW. The average QD occupancy is 
around three so that ~ 2700 QDs are excited and the measurement temperature is 77K. The assignment of the PL 
peaks to ground state (GS) and excited states (EXn) is indicated on the individual peaks. 
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For lowest excitation power around 0.3 mW, a ground-state (GS) PL peak along with two 

well resolved excited states are observed. More PL peaks of excited states appear 

consecutively with increasing Pexc to 3 mW and can be clearly distinguished between a 

ground state peak and well resolved exited state PL Peaks (Exn; n=1-5). We attributed all PL 

peaks to electron and hole recombination from quantum dot levels of same quantum number. 

At high Pexc, the observation of more and more pronounced excited states is probably due to 

an occupation of excited states by excess carriers left after saturating the ground state as 

reported recently [Kir06, Wan06]. The PL spectra looks broad and continuous in our case, 

which shows no signature of single dot emission as observed by J. Y. Marzin and co-workers 

for a similar number of QDs [Mar94a]. Moreover, the inhomogeneous broadening in PL 

peaks is due to the size distribution of the QDs. Based on above results, one concludes that it 

is possible to fabricate positioned InAs QDs with good optical quality for suitable 

implantation dose of Ga ion. 

5.4 Conclusions 

We have demonstrated that the growth of high quality InAs quantum dots on homogeneously 

implanted GaAs is feasible if an in situ annealing step with GaAs re-evaporation before QD 

growth is applied. The experimentally obtained normalized ground state PL intensity for 

doses up to 1×1015cm-2, from these quantum dots is found to be comparable with unimplanted 

case. Based on this interpretation, for an optimized FIB-MBE process with controlled InAs 

amount, the optical properties of selectively grown InAs QDs on patterned substrate have 

been investigated. Dose dependent PL spectra show increase in PL intensity, which is due to 

increase of probability of QD occupancy at each implanted spot with doses. Moreover, well 

resolved interband transitions up to n = 5 were observed for excitation power of 3 mW. 

Furthermore, power dependent PL study was successfully demonstrated to explain the state-

filling phenomenon of higher states by excitation of almost around 2700 QDs. The observed 

PL measurements show that selectively placed QDs on patterned surface emits despite being 

grown on re-growth interface. Finally, one concludes that use of a patterned surface is a viable 

method of controlling the position of QDs, which may further open the door for realization of 

single dot devices. 
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– Chapter 6 – 
 

Summary  
 
 

This dissertation demonstrates a successful pathway to realize site-selective growth of self-

assembled InAs quantum dots (QDs) on patterned GaAs surface using combination of in situ 

focused ion beam (FIB) implantation and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) technology, and it 

discusses the structural and optical properties of positioned QDs. 

Semiconductor self-assembled QDs have emerged as one of the most feasible means of 

exploring and exploiting the physics and device applications of three-dimensionally quantum 

confined systems. Advances in epitaxial growth techniques have played an essential role in 

the realization of ever more ambitiously designed quantum heterostructures. With the 

progress in QD formation, it is now possible to control their spatial positioning with high 

precision. Thus, interest has moved toward the creation of artificial objects, based on 

positioned QDs that allow for new functionalities. The most widely chosen strategies for QD 

positioning are artificial ex situ patterning of the substrate surface before QD growth. 

However, the ex-situ processes require removal of contaminations and oxides employing 

atomic hydrogen before re-growth of the patterned layer and were found to be time 

consuming. With this respect, patterning through an in-situ process seems to be more 

attractive. Therefore, an idea of in situ FIB artificial patterning has been proposed and 

implemented throughout this work.  

Starting with standard growth of MBE grown self-assembled InAs QDs on unpatterned 

surface, the growth parameters and growth condition for high quality InAs QDs has been 

developed by the study of their surface morphology and optical properties. Thereafter, an in 

situ position-controlled self-organization technique for InAs QDs on patterned GaAs surface 

using FIB implantation of 30 keV In+ and Ga+ ions, respectively, has been demonstrated. 

Among these two focused beam of implanted ions, the patterning of GaAs(001) substrate 

employing Ga+ ion is found to be more promising for creating small-sized array of spots 

because of its smaller sputtering yield, higher penetration depth and smaller mass compared to 

Indium. The structural investigations also include the effect of thermal annealing on initial 

FIB patterned surface for QD growth and a comparison of QDs growth on patterned and 

unpatterned areas. The structural studies reveal the cluster formation along with InAs QDs 

formation on both un-annealed and in situ annealed without any GaAs re-evaporation 
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patterned GaAs surface at dose range of interest (4×104– 1×107 ions/spot). However, an in 

situ annealing step involving re-evaporation of GaAs under suitable temperature profile in 

arsenic atmosphere show positioning of QD around post-annealed FIB modified area without 

any cluster formation. Several annealing profiles with GaAs re-evaporation were tested and 

the best results were obtained for 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs. Therefore, artificial 

patterning of MBE grown GaAs layers with shallow holes using an in situ FIB (of Ga+) 

process and annealing with 3-5 nm re-evaporation prior to re-growth provides a suitable 

template for site-selective, self-organized growth of InAs QDs. Moreover, the measurements 

of the shallow hole features prior to re-growth were used as an empirical indicator for dot 

occupancy throughout this work. Also, the deposited InAs amount serves as another critical 

parameter for tuning the number of QDs per hole. The onset of QD nucleation on patterned 

surface is found below the critical thickness required for QDs growth on un-patterned surface. 

By controlling these two important parameters, i.e., InAs amount and hole features followed 

by post-implantation annealing, the selective positioning of InAs QDs is successfully 

demonstrated. Under well optimized conditions, 52% single dot occupancy on an array of 

shallow holes has been achieved while completely suppressing QDs growth in between holes. 

The average diameter and the depth of positioned InAs QDs are around 40 and 5 nm, 

respectively. These values are comparable to QD grown on unpatterned surface. Therefore, 

the usage of FIB patterning before QDs growth is a viable technique for controlling the 

position of single or pairs of InAs QDs.  

For site-selective InAs QDs being suitable for future nano-optical and electronic device 

application, the photoluminescence (PL) measurements have been performed to confirm their 

optical quality. Initially, the optical characterization of self-assembled InAs quantum dot on 

homogeneously FIB implanted GaAs surface has been demonstrated. The implementation of 

an in situ annealing step with GaAs re-evaporation before QD growth was found to be an 

important parameter for good optical quality of QDs having less non-radiative recombination 

centers. Depending on this interpretation, for an optimized FIB-MBE process with controlled 

InAs amount, the optical properties of selectively grown InAs quantum dots on spot patterned 

substrate have been investigated. Dose dependent PL spectra show increase in PL intensity, 

which is due to increase of probability of QD occupancy at each implanted spot with doses. 

Moreover, well resolved interband transitions up to n= 5 were observed for excitation power 

of 3mW. The ground state PL line width of around 38 nm and an energy separation of 50 

meV to first excited state were observed using Gaussian fit. Furthermore, power- dependent 

PL study was successfully demonstrated to explain state-filling phenomenon of higher states 
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by excitation of almost around 2700 QDs at dose. The observed PL measurements show that 

selectively placed InAs QDs on FIB patterned surface emit with good optical quality, despite 

being grown on re-growth interface.  

In conclusion, we are succeeded in creating an optimized template for controlling the position 

of good quality QDs on an in situ post-annealed FIB patterned shallow holes [Meh07]. So, 

with this possibility to exactly define the position of semiconductor nanostructures, the door 

opens for future realization of single dot devices such as single electron transistor, single 

photon detector and is an exciting prospect for several areas of science and technology. 
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Appendix A – Mask Layout 
 
 

The mask layout for mesa structures and for contact deposition is presented in this section. 

The van der Pauw (VDP) mesa and contact mask are shown overlapped together in figure A1, 

where black rectangles are the contacts. This mask layout is employed on FIB spot implanted 

and plain implanted sample surface having size of 5x5 mm2. Furthermore, a single van der 

Pauw mesa structure with active region used for structural and optical study is shown in 

Figure A2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A1: The Van der pauw mesa and contact masks. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A2: A single van der Pauw structure. 
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Appendix B – Implantation Dose 
 
 

One of the most important parameters of the implantation process is the dose of implantation 

which is defined as number of ions implanted per unit area. In the framework of this thesis, 

two different kind of implantations has been employed to pattern GaAs surface artificially. 

The mathematical formulism for these implantation doses are give below. 

 

(i) The implantation dose for a spot: In this case the implanted area will be in fact the area 

of the beam. One can evaluate then only the number of ions from this area which is expressed 

in following: 

                                              
qC

ItnN ion=        B.1 

where I is the ion current, t is the dwell time on spot which can be calculated from frequency f 

of the ion beam using relation: ft /1= , n is number of repeat, Cion is the charge of ion 

species. and q is the electron charge. 

Equation B.1 gives spot implantation dose for our experiment. Moreover, Areal dose can also 

in this case using diameter of spot (beam diameter) can also be calculated as following: 
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(ii) Areal dose: When the implanted region is area one can consider the implanted region to 

be a sum of lines very close one to another. In this case, implantation dose can be calculated 

considering that the area given by the number nx.ny of discrete points, situated at the distance 

kd, is yxyx nndkkdnkdnA 22)()( ==  and the time of implantation is given by fnnt yx= , 

where f is frequency and expressed by following relation: 

qCdfk
IcmD ion22

2 )( =− , where Cion is the charge of ion species. 
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Appendix C – Results for InAs quantum dot growth 
on FIB spot array with 0.5 µm pitch 

 
 

The structural studies of InAs quantum dots (QDs) growth on FIB implanted GaAs surface 

with spot array of 0.5 µm pitch at dose range of 1×104 ions/spot - 1×107 ions/spot, undergoing 

different thermal process sequences before QD growth as discussed already in section 4.3.1 

(chapter 4) are presented in this section. 

(i) Without annealing: The SEM images of InAs QDs on different piece of sample #12227 

implanted with square array of Ga+ spot having periodicity of 0.5 µm step are shown in figure 

A3. At low doses (1.7×104 ions/spot), random distribution of QDs with density (4×109 cm-2) 

same as unimplanted surface while at higher dose cluster formation is observed. Moreover, 

the employed parameters for InAs QDs growth are: 

Ts = 525°C, InAs amount = 1.8 ML 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure A3: SEM images for InAs QD growth on FIB implanted spots with 0.5 µm periodicity for different doses 

(a) 1.7×104 ions/spot, and (b) 2.9×105 ions/spot. 

 
(ii) In situ annealing without any re-evaporation: The SEM images for sample #12229 

implanted with spot array of 0.5 µm pitch and employing an in situ annealing step without 

any GaAs re-evaporation prior to InAs deposition are shown in figure A4. Same kind of 

random distribution of InAs QDs can be clearly seen for low doses. However, with increase of 

dose, the formation of cluster on irradiated spot along with randomly nucleated QDs in 

between them is observed. 

The employed growth parameters for this sample are:  

Ts = 525°C, InAs amount = 1.8 ML, Tanneal= 160 sec@690°C. 
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Figure A4: SEM images for InAs QD grown on patterned GaAs (Ga+ spots with 0.5 µm pitch) using in situ 

annealing step without GaAs re-evaporation for different doses: (a) 1.6×104 ions/spot and (b) 2.6×105 ions/spot 

and (c)1.0×107 ions/spot. 

 
(ii) In situ annealing with GaAs re-evaporation: This part is divided in to two parts 

comprising of an in situ annealing step with 30-40 and 3-5 nm reevaporation of GaAs, 

respectively, before QD growth on FIB patterned surface.  

 
(a) Figure A5 show the SEM images for sample #12337 implanted with spot array of 0.5 µm 

pitch and employing an in situ annealing step with 30-40 nm re-evaporation of GaAs prior to 

InAs deposition. For low doses the random distribution of QDs can be seen. With increase of 

dose, no cluster formation is observed, however a kind of ordering of InAs QDs appears 

around large modified area.  

The employed growth parameters for this sample are:  

Ts = 525°C, InAs amount = 1.8 ML, Tanneal= 20 sec@805°C. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure A5: SEM images for InAs QD grown on patterned GaAs (Ga+ spots with 0.5 µm pitch) using in situ 

annealing step with 30-40 nm GaAs re-evaporation for different doses: (a) 1.5×104 ions/spot and (b) 2.4×105 

ions/spot and (c) 1.5×106 ions/spot. 
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(b) The SEM images for sample #12668 implanted with spot array of 0.5 µm pitch, employing 

an in situ annealing step with 3-5 nm re-evaporation of GaAs prior to InAs deposition is 

shown in figure A5. We observe certain kind of ordering around FIB irradiated spot for higher 

dose range. But, the separation between neighboring spot vanishes because of increase in 

shape of implanted spot after annealing.  

The employed growth parameters for this sample are:  

Ts = 525°C, InAs amount = 1.8 ML, Tanneal= 10 sec@760°C. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure A6: SEM images for InAs QD grown on patterned GaAs (Ga+ spots with 0.5 µm pitch) using in situ 

annealing step with 3-5 nm GaAs re-evaporation for different doses: (a) 3.2×105 ions/spot and (c) 4.4×106 

ions/spot. 

Based on above observations, FIB implanted square array of spots with 0.5 µm periodicity is 

discarded for further experiments (i.e. section 4.4 and 4.5) of this work. 
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